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[From the Genesee Fartner.1
we presume is so to others. It is sim
[From the N. Y. Mercantile Advertiser.]
den, Agent, runs about 2500 spindles and
CULTURE OF RUTA BAGA*
ply the appliction of tar in a few spots Extract of a letter from a friend on a tour employs 80 or 90 hands, They are enga
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
The following is an acconut of* the about the body of the animal troubled
through the Eastern States, dated
JAMES K. REMICH.
ged in the manufacture of Cottons.
Office oh the Main-Sireet,-opposite theMeeling- House. method I pursued in the cultivation of with them and it proves sure destruc
Fall River, Mass. April 7,1835.
iMessrs. Oliver Hawes & Co., manufac
Ruta Baga. I sowed 3-4 of an acre, tion to them. If this is a fact the dis
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
/The traveller in New England cannot ture Cotton Machinery, in which they do
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— the most of which had been well ma covery is a very important one.
fail to be interested, while he is astonished at an extensive business, with about 30 hands
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
nured the year preceding—soil a deep
Maine Farmer.
the many substantial monuments of enter employed. They also manufacture Satinet
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
The land was ploughed
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub sandy loam.
prise, wealth and prosperity which every Warps in the same building.
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
three times, and then thrown into low
The “ Troy Cotton and Woolen Manu
Madder.—There is great demand for the where meet his eye, as he passes through
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
These consumption of this article in manufactures. her flourishing towns and villages ; nor can facturing Co.,” Mr. Harvey Chase, Agent,
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount ridges about 20 inches apart.
charged for its insertion.
were smoothed down with a hoe, and a The N. Y. Cultivator recommends its cult he withhold from her ingenious and perse manufacture Cottons extensively, and give
man followed with a sharpened stick to ure to farmers. It is dug from the ground vering people the meed of praise to which employment to about 150 hands. They
AGRICULTURAL
make a light drill in the top of the once in three years, and may be as easily they are so eminently entitled, for their un make no woolen goods at present.
Messrs. D. & J. Olney, manufacture 7-8
ridge. The seed was sown in these cultivated as potatoes. Land that will yield ceasing and successful efforts to improve to
HOT BEDS.
50 bushels of corn to the acre will produce the best advantage, the resources with which Shirtings ; they run about 1000 spindles,
drills
with
a
tin
cup,
which
had
two
Hot Beds, we are aware, are very
What was 24 looms and employ 50 hands.
2000 lbs. of madder. The cost of raising, they are by nature endowed.
e has recently been pronouned little employed by farmers ; yet many small holes punched in the bottom—in washing, drying, grinding, seed, rent of last year but a small village, and scarcely
There are two Whaling Companies in
an^ot the first respectabilit» would employ them, we believe, if they the top was fixed a tight wooden cover, land, &c. will not exceed 7 cents per pounfl, known at a distance of 20 miles, is this year this town, each owning a fine ship, besides
messed its surprising
knew how to construct and manage to which was attached an upright han and the wholesale price of the American a thriving town, and the next, a populous many small mechanical establishments not
The sower article for three years has been 23 .«ents. city ! Such a pierce U Ewaudl. Mass, of noted here. 1 here are more water privilo
his opinion, to take the kad’op them. The expense is trifling. They dle two feet in length.
ir articles known for the above are employed to raise early salads, ear should walk ut an even pace, shaking The best time to purchase seed is in the fall. which I have given you some account before, 'ges unoccupied, and Um-» ;3 nowevery
nd indeed it is fast gaining th» ly cabbage'plants and cucumbers and the cup gently. A boy followed with It has been cultivated with success in some and not far behind it in point of spirit and prospect that, in five or six years, Fall Riv
•lie estimation, throughoutibt to bring forward plants of other garden a light roller, -which completed the counties in the State of New York, and ac prosperity, are North Adams, Pittsfield, er will double her present population.”
product, as tomatoes, egg plants, flow work. Several rows were sown on the cording to the foregoing estimate must be a Webster and. Oxford, in Massachusetts ;
Value of Etopsin diseases of the skin.—
i bottle, or 6 bottles for p,
Woonsocket Falls, Central Falls, &c. in
ers, &c. and which may be trans ridges as they were left by the plough, very profitable crop.
One of the best external applications for many
Rhode
Island
;
Norwich,
Willimantic,
Kilplanted into the open ground as soon and no difference could be observed
lingsley and Thompson, in Connecticut ; eruptive diseases of the skin, is a strong
MISCELLANEOUS
decoction of hops, in which the limbs or oth
as the season will permit. By means between them and the others. A rain
>r. Relfe's
Great Falls, Nashua, New Market, Salmon
of hot beds, under ordinary manage however following the sowing. Had KEEP YOUR BOYS IN THE HOUSE Falls and Amoskeag, in New Hampshire ; er affected parts are to be bathed several
times a day. The decoction should not be
EVENINGS.
on, Loss of Appetite, Listin' ment, salads may be had for the table it continued dry, I doubt whether
South Berwick, Saco, &c. in Maine. These used until it has become perfectly cold. In
these
rows
would
have
succeeded
as
This is duty which many parents seem towns, and a hundred others I might name, bad ulcers of the leg, the most satisfactory
che, Cosliventss, Flatulence, in April or May, cucumbers in May
and June and cabbage and other well as the others. I used a pound of almost entirely to overlook. If they can are the best possible commentaries on the results have been repeatedly realized from
Bilious Affections, Sfc.
lerit on the efficacy of these plants in May, or earlier if desired. seed. This I am aware, would be con get rid of the noise of their boys, and be beneficial effects of home industry ; and the this simple preparation.
Medical and Surgical Journal.
after a successful experience^ There is no specific rule for making a sidered a great deal ; but the cost of left to pursue their avocations in peace, superior intelligence and moral character of
they
do
not
stop
to
inquire
where
the
chil

n England and America has hot bed, yet we will give such direc the seed is trifling in comparison with
the inhabitants, afford the most convincing
Air Gun.—Nyovmg gentleman of Cincin
leir reputation, is needless; tions as will enable those tyffio wish to the value of the privilege of having a dren are, or are easy, as they are only in the proofs of the falsity of the arguments used nati has nearly completed an Air Gun, which
next
street,
playing
with
other
boys.
But
bserve, that for\ redundancy ®
by the opponents of American workshops, he thinks will supercede all other guns ;it is
plant just where we want it. As soon
make an experiment of their use.
O how often is it, that in this way, is laid
constructed that by turning a crank, which
nee, Costiveness, Headache
The first thing is to obtain, say three as they were in the rough leaf, I thin the foundation of vices which mar the fu respecting the injurious moral tendency of so
can be done by a boy, it will discharge sixty
such
employment.
It
may
not,
perhaps,
’ will undoubtedly prove fa
sashes which are usually about 6 feet ned them out at from eight to twelve ture character, which in their progress, de be uninteresting to your readers to give you balls per minute, and that with a force of
ble than those drastic purge
long by 3 or 4 inches broad. They inches distance from each other.
stroy both the body and soul. Here away a general idea of the spirited and thriving 130 pounds on each ball, which is double the
employed, and will hot onlj
force on a rifle ball; the balls are placed in a
consist
of a stout frame made of plank, 1834. EXPENSE OF CULTIVATION. Dr. from parental restraint, often commences town of Fall River.
me tend to remove the offend
funnel on the top of the gun from which
4 mo. 26—Ploughing, 2-8 of a dav, 12s. $1 00 the first oath. 1 once asked a boy who
with
five
longitudinal
astragals
or
strips,
Fall
River
is
situated
in
Bristol
county,
gentle motions, and strengtbei
fl ” 2
Do.
do.
12a.
they run in as last as they are discharged.
1 00
was
conversant
in
these
scenes,
but
who
Mass. 14 miles west from New Bedford, and
30
Do.
day, 12s.
75
On the same principle he intends to invent
irgans, but improve the appt for the glass (o rest upon without any
” Riding,
i
12s.
38 had not got so far in evil as some of his contains about 5500 inhabitants. It derives a musket which can be handled with as much
fate the system.
|( cross pieces, so that each sash will con
” i flay, sowing, three men and
companions, whether there was much its name from the river which passes through ease as the common muskets, and be no
tain six strips of glass six inches broad
1 cents.
one boy, 5s.
1 25 Swearing, among the boys in the streets ?
it, and supplies its numerous manufacturing heavier ; and on the same principle balls of
which lap slightly to throw off the rain.
Seed, 1 lb. 8s.
1 00
any size can be discharged by any person.
7 ” 22—Weeding & thinning, 12 days, 5s. 7 50) He replied ‘ Some.’ I asked further, is there establishments with water power.
These are the most common form, . on
DR. RELFE’S
31—Weeding, 2J days, 5s.
the most swearing in the day time, or in the
1
56
The
“
American
Print
Works,
”
Mr.
ETABLE SPECIFIC, t though the size is not material. What 8 ” 16
The following definition of experimental
Do.
1| days, 5s.
94 evening ? Without hesitation he answered Holder Borden, Agent, has gone into opera
ieadache, ^c. Price 50 cera ever may be the size of the sash, a 11 ” 8—Drawing from the ground,
and
natural philosophy was given to us a
*'
in
the
evening.
’
This
was
as
I
had
sus

tion within a few months, and is one of the
5 days, 5s.
3 12
frame generally made of plank, must be
few days since by a Pearl street merchant.
pected.
I
asked
him
why
it
was
so
?
He
most
extensive
Calico
Printing
establish

Covering, 1 day, 5s.
62
provided to fit two or three of them,
“ Experimental philosophy,” said he,“ is to
Interest on land at $50 per acre, 1 75 replied, he did not know. I presume it ments in the United States.
They confine
with
strips
running
from
front
to
rear,
was a subject on which he had not reflected, themselves principally to the manufacture of ask a man to discount a note!—Natural
7HMATIC A CONSOMPTIV
$20 87 and only spoke the/acZ as it was recalled
philosophy is to refuse it.”
The
fine goods, which are esteemed as being
st prevalent and fatal of all |l for the sash to slide upon.
Cr.
to
his
mind
by
my
question.
But
I
could
es incident to civilized socii' frame maybe from 14 to 15 inches By 40 bushels, sold at 2s.
quite
equal
to
any
in
the
market
;
indeed
$10 00
Queer Excuse.—A young rustic, a few
486 do.
'
certainly worth Is.
60 75 not help thinking, that the darkness of eve they have been pronounced by competent
nption—may generally be ip on the back side, and about 7 inches
ning, the greater number which collect to judges to be superior in every respect to the evenings ago, in reply to a polite invitation
?ast alarming of disorders I less in front, so as to give the glass,
$70 75 gether, and the feeling that they are then
foreign article.
Two of the company’s to attend a wedding, said with great gravity
lected Cold J By estimaiir, when on it, a slope nearly at right angles
' Nett gain,
$49 88
“ I should like to go, if I was’nt going
lat onp hundred and fib i with the rays of the meridian sun. Hav
But in my opinion when corn is more secure from the observation of others, buildings are 3.00 feet long, and the others a claming.” What a taste ’—and what
is
the
cause
;
and
these
evening
gatherings
are
200
feet
;
they
form
two
complete
hol

rsons die annually of lhe
ing thus a frame and sashes, lay down w’orth 50 cents the bushel, turnips
an association of ideas
Hymen’s altar
lost of these dreadful rei the former in the place designed for ought not to be estimated as ¡ow as 12 are particularly unfavorable to the morals low squares, and are arranged on a plan en and a clam-bed.
The
bated to common Colds, aid the hot bed, mark out a space extending 1-2 cents. I have not, however, made of our youth. How can parents who have tirely new, and very convenient.
the least regard to the morals of their chil quantity of Calicoes printed per week at
:ment of the harrassing Coi j round.the frame 8 to 12 inches, and
experiments sufficiently decisive to dren, suffer them to be exposed to such present, is 4000 pieces, or 126,000 yards
The Washington correspondent of the
ensues, which is usually d
take out the earth from the enclosed show what the relative value is, but I baneful influences ? Better would it be for with 4 machines, fthe fifth will soon be in Journal of Commerce says : Mr. Barry’s
cult breathing, pain in the si ,
commission, as Minister to Spain, has actu
space to the depth of 12 to 15 inches, have fattened three oxen upon them, their families, and for the community at operation J and they employ 250 hands.
cerated Lungs. Violent i |
ally been made out and signed. You may
large, if they would devote their evenings to
and
fill
this
with
unfermented
horse
and
those
who
had
opportunities
The
“
Annawann
Company,
”
for
the
lunatic attacks also bring i
their
children,
though
other
things
should
manufacture of Cotton Goods, occupy a be assured of this. He will leave the Post
symptoms. One or twodl • dung, separated and equally distribu of judging acknowledged that animals
be
neglected.
We
have
spoken
of
the
vice
stone
building nearly 200 feet long ; run Office, it is said, in the course of the present
ted
with
a
fork,
and
raise
the
dung
at
could hardly thrive better than they
in the purchase of
of
swearing
only
—
but
this
stands
not
alone.
6000 spindles, 212 looms and employ about week. It has heretofore been supposed that
2?S ASTHMATIC FILL, least 18 inches above the surface of did.
Mr. Kendall would succeed him as acting
tention to their tjmely ado the ground. Put on to this the frame Errors in cultivation.—I think, un The evil practice of smoking tobacco, is 250 hands. Mr. Holder Borden, Agent.
Post Master General ; but a doubt has aanother
thing
extensively
learned
by
boys
The
“
Massasoit
Company,
”
manufac

usually ensure a mitigauonLf and the glass, and in a short time a less for house use, they should not be
The
thus congregating together in the street eve ture Cottons on a still more extensive scale, risen whether this would be lawful.
s, and generally effect a ent; rapid fermentation will take place. In
sown later than the 15th of 6 mo. nings. T'his is a practice, which in time running 9000 spindles, 300 looms, and giv law regulating the Department provides that
also an easy and effectual re • two or three days, the dung may be
The first weeding was put off much too usually leads to intemperance. Cold water ing employment to 350 hands. The build “ in case of the death, resignation, or re
symptoms preceding arid ■
covered with four to six inches of good long—labor more than doubled on has a vapid and disagreeable taste to those ing is of brown stone, 230 feet in length. moval from office of the Post Master Gen
he Asthma and Consumptid.
eral, all his duties shall be performed by his
earth, and if cucumbers are intended that account. They should be sown who become established in segar smoking, Mr. Holder Borden is the Agent.
pughs, difficulty of breaihi t
Senior assistant, until a successor shall be
to
be
planted,
a
hole
should
be
made
in
and
something
stronger
is
sought
after,
to
2
1-2
or
3
feet
apart,
that
the
cultiva

The
“
I
all
River
Iron
Works
and
Foun

1 strictures across the chd,
appointed and arrive at the General Post
satisfy
this
corrupt
taste.
He
that
would
the
manure
under
each
sash
of
four
or
tor
may
be
used.
MM.
R.
SMITH.
dry,
”
Richard
Burden,
Agent,
manufactures
n in the side, spitting of bM (
spare himself the pain of beholding his son extensively nails, hoops, bolt iron, &c. and Office, to perform the business.”
Macedon, 3 mo. 6, 1835.
ises can occur of any oft six inches, for the hills, that the depth
According to this, until the President shall
when full grown, the victim of intemperance employs 70 hands.
rders, in which the purchas s of earth may be ten or twelve inches.
The “ Fall River Manufacturing Co.” actually appoint a Post Master General,
Lice on Cattle and a new way to kill and profaneness, would do well to place
rs Pills will not find a rich Whenever the violence of the heat has
the senior Assistant must act as Post Mas
trifling expenditure. Price sufficiently subsided, which will be in them.—For some wise reason or other, an early restraint on his acquiring a love own three mills, one of which “ the stone ter General ; or, in other words, there can
of tobacco, and a frequent mingling with mill,” is run by the company for the manu
50 Pills, $1 jhalfdo. 12 Pi i, two or three days more, seeds may be it has pleased Providence to create a
be no acting Post Master General, except
sinful companions in the street evenings.
planted, which will appear above set of animals in the shape of what are O that paternal obligation may be more facture of 4-4 heavy Brown Sheetings. the senior Assistant. It follows, therefore,
ground in 24 or 48 hours. Care must commonly called lice, to live upon oth deeply felt, and that one parent may help, They run 2500 spindles, 80 looms, and that Mr. Kendall, in accepting the appoint
employ 80 hands. Connected with this, is
TO THE
be taken to raise the upper ends of the er animals. These are oftentimes and not hinder another in the great work. a small machine shop.
ment, must take the chance of losing both it
sash occasionally, to let off the heated troublesome to farmers. An animal
T
’
liadies
I
J
Essex N. Register.
No. 2, of the above Company, is a Wood and his present office, or he must wait till
i and sound Teeth arebtji air, and to draw them partially down, infested with them cannot thrive, keep
en Mill, occupied by The. Shove & Co. for the Senate confirm the nomination. Hence,
mament and a blessing.
after the plants are up, when the him ever so well, as another animal
New Invention.—Captain E. Larkin of the manufacture of Printing Cloths, they I presume, is the report that Col. Gardiner,
for their advantage is top ■weather is mild, and to cover the glass kept in the same way that is not infest
St. John, has invented machinery, simple run 30 looms and employ about 30 hands. senior Assistant, is to act as head of the
se of the
with a mat when it is cold, and during ed with them. The natural history, in its construction, and that can at a very The other part is occupied as a machine Department until next session.
NTISEPTIC DENTRIFIC^
a
meridian sunshine, to protect the that is, the habits and characteristics small expense, be attached to the rudder of shop, by Messrs. Brayton, Slade & Co.
it Tooth Powder,
No go.—Mr. Rives attended the polls, at
plants
from the frost and sun. The of these animals is not well understood any vessel, that will on a dial at the rudder who construct every variety of Cotton Ma Charlottesville,
icates the Scurvy in thegor , I
Va. in person, and cheered on
head,
show
the
distance
the
ship
has
sailed,
chinery.
They
employ
usually
about
18
his followers, but was beaten.
the accumulation of Tad , 'middle of March or the first of April is —how long they are in the egg—for and only the actual distance, for if the ship hands.
ly blackens, but loosens f •early enough to prepare a hot bed for they are oviparous---- how long it is should at any time go astern, the distance
No. 3. of the same Company, “ the brick
The Excitement*—Miss Reeces Rank
celerates their decay, h plants designed to be transplanted into before they come to maturity and can so gone astern is taken off the dial, and the mill,” is occupied in part by Edw. Mason
s removes the prevailing ca • the open ground.—M. Y. Cultivator. propagate—how many eggs a female true distance gone ahead only is shown. & Co., who run 600 spindles, 20 looms, and seems to be creating quite a sensation. An
breath, preserves the heali can lay at a time—how long they live Should it answer the purpose anticipated, it employ 25 hands in the manufacture of 4-4 article in a New-York Star attacking the
[From the New York Cultivator.]
Iness of the gums, and
s
if not molested—what they like best will be a great benefit gained in navigation, Brown Sheetings. Oliver Buffington & Co. character of Miss Reed and signed “An
Singular Application of Grafting. and what they hate worst—are ques as at times it is of the greatest importance to
Episcopalian,” has been answered at length
ifully white. Price 50 cent*
occupy the other part of the building, for the
Mew-Paltz, Nov. 3, j 834.
iregenuine unless signed )
tions which every farmer ought to know know the distance sailed ; for instance, hav manufacture of coarse Yarn, Wicking, Wad by “Another Episcopalian and an UnitariSir,—I have a very valuable apple how to answer, and which we doubt if ing a given distance to run in a fog or at ding, &c. They run about 400 spindles, an”in the Commercial Gazette of Saturday,
nted wrapper by the sole ft ‘
in which Judge Fay is assumed to be the.
idder, immediate successr tree which had the bark eaten off a one in the world can answer. Farmers night, it may be done with safety—this ma and have in their employ 25 hands.
writer, and is handled with very little cere
. W- T. Conway. FoHh few inches above the ground by mice, have different modes of destroying chinery giving the true and absolute dis
Messrs. J. & J. Eddy’s Satinet Factory,
g Room, over No. 99,
1 in the winter, and I took the following them. Unguentum, or anguintum as tance, which has not yet been ascertained is a very extensive establishment; they op mony or regard for his feelings. This gen
tleman has published a short communica
oncert Hall, Boston, and al> method to save the tree. I took four
we Yankees too often say, will kill with certainty by any method, with the erate 90 looms, employ 75 hands, and man tion in the Gazette this morning, which is
simplicity
and
accuracy
of
this
invention
;
ufacture
5000
yards
per
week.
Last
year
appointment, by
¿mall twigs from another tree, and en them and oftentimes the cattle too. It
not conceived in the most conciliatory
grafted them below the wound, in the is a preparation of mercury and a as much depends in the usual method on th?y made 100,000 yards ; their satinets spirit,—and in a few days probably—the
ILL1E, Kennebunk.
judgment,
the
steadiness
of
the
wind,
and
are
of
superior
quality
and
finish.
• POPEj Kennebunkport.
manner of side grafting, and loosening poison. Bacon fat will kill them, and
Lady Superior, with suitable assistance, will
The Print Works of Mr. Andrew Robe
the bark above, bent the twigs and so will almost any grease that gets on the state of the atmosphere acting on
publish her book—which will add fuel to
canvass having in ordinary cases great ef son, are not less extensive than those above
BOOKS.
the flame. Then Miss Reed will publish a
split thetfi*under the bark until they to them. Tobacco juice will kill the fect on the rate of sailing, in both of which described.
—
They
employ
300
hands,
and
Elements of Chemistry;
.came parallel with the body, then cov old ones and hatch the eggs if put on cases the judgment is very liable to error ; print 4000 or 5000 pieces of Calico per rejoinder—it being reported that she has a
Astronomy ;
.J
number of rather astounding facts on hand
al Philosophy—aneweodioj ered them well by > banking the dirt warm, to our certain knowledge, and this machinery inverted and exposed to the week.
which
she has kept as a corps de reserve.
above
the
wound
and
grafts.
I
left
ietic—a new edition ;
I
oftentimes make the animal tobacco action of the wind, instead of the water,
Mr. Charles Potter’s Print Works, are
B. Mer. Jour.
nive Grammar ;
the earth around one season, then clear sick---- no very pleasant feeling. All would at any time with equal accuracy give about
•
a mile from the village.
They em
leaker ; Young Orator; !
ed it away, and found two had taken. these preparations are somewhat trou the velocity of the wind ; the neatness and. ploy
150 hands, and print 1800 pieces per
|
We are requested to state that three or
hool Dictionary ;
'
These have commenced to form new blesome to apply, especially the tobac compact state of the invention, does much week.
four hundred American laborers are need
is of Reading Books j
Messrs. Chase & Luther manufacture ed here this season.—Bangor paper.
bodies and the tree, from all appear co juice, because the beast must be credit to Capt. Larkin’s ingenuity aid me
f
1 Printing Cloths ; they run 1500 spindles,
; Young Christian;
J ance, is as thrifty as ever, and the twigs sopped in the gravy of the Indian chanical talent.
50 looms, and employ 50 hands.
Mother at Home.
j
The Belfast Advocate says, “It is calcu
have grown in two years to the big weed.
In consequence of the di minishd pres
Messrs A. & J. Shove, same building, are lated that there will be sawed upon the Pe
upply of the above pop“
ness of your thumb.
We
have
been
informed
that
Capt.
received and Tor sale by J
sure of the atmosphere, waiter boil at a
I am, dear sir, your humble servant. John Haines of Readfield has discov lower temperature on the tops of mcntains manufacturng Printing Cloths ; they run nobscot this year, 150,000,000 feet of
D. REMlCfl
1500 spindles, and employ 50 hands.
boards, which will sell at the mills, for near
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ered what to us, is a new remedy, and

than in valleys.

The « Pocasset Company ” N. B. Bor- ly three millions of dollars 1
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[From the Philadelpliia Gazette.]
i
RHODE ISLAND ELECTION.
Celebration at Lexington.—The services/
“ The extensive demand upon the publish-| It appears from the following accountfrom
in memory of those who fell in the battle of
the 19th of April, 1775, took place yesterday ers of newspapers, for the gratuitous use of the Providence Journal, that the Jackson and
Serious disaster on the Rail-Road.—The at Lexington. At ten o’clock, a procession their columns, for various purposes of a pub Antimasonic candidate for Governor is chog.
LATER FROM ENGLAND.
The packet ship Ontario has arrived at -passengers by the Rail Road hue from Phila- was formed under the direction of Gen. lic and private nature^ renders it necessary en by a small majority, but that there is a
New York, bringing London papers to March : delphia, did not arrive in New York, yester- Chandler, as Chief Marshal, and moved un that a limit should be placed upon it, in such Whig Senate and a Whig majority in the
2!, and a Portsmouth paper of the 23d. Lord | day afternoon till 5 O’clock, having been de- der the escort of two military companies to a way, as that the expenses should not be ex House of Representatives.
Cowley had been appointed Ambassador Ex- ■ tained on the road by a serious disaster, the the burying place ofthe town, wheM the re clusively borne by the party who has' the
The Final Result.—We have at length re.
traordinary and Plenipotentiary at the Court ; particulars of which we have learned from mains of these earliest victims ofthe revolu least interest in the matter. The following ceived returns of votes for Governor from all
of France. It was reported that Sir Robert one of the passengers, and are as follows
tionary contest had been disinterred. The regulations will be observed by this paper, j the towns in the State except four, and J
miles
Gordon was appointed Ambassador to tiusiAbout
...........six
...........
-—this side of Bordentown,.. coffin, in which they were deposited, was from this date. Notice of lawyers’ admit-j turns of majorities from those four. These
sia. Viscount Canterbury, late Speaker of the baggage car which is always next the then conveyed, accompanied by the proces tance to the bar, and notices of marriages,; returns may all be relied Upon as correct or
the House of Commons, who has been raised locomotive, was discovered to be on hre, hav- sion, to the meeting house. The devotional will be charged at fifty cents each, and half, very nearly so. They exhibit a majority of
to the peerage with the above title, has been I ing caught from the sparks from the furnace, exercises, of the occasion were performed by the usual price of advertising will be charged ¡90 votes for Gov. Francis Uver Gqv. Knight
appointed Commissioner to Canada, to settle j The engine was immediately stopped, and Rev. Dr. Walker, of Charlestown. A very for
notices of meetings fnr
for electioiieeriug or Yesterday morning reports were received
fnr „»ftrioo
the disputes which bavqarisen there. If we j every exertion was macle that the circum- eloquent oration was delivered by the Hon. political purposes, notices of societies, cards from Washington County, and fully accredit,
rnav judge from the temper which has been ! stances of the case would admit, to arrpst the Edward
after dwelling
on acknowledgement drom individuals or
---- .Everett,, in, which,
,
. „ . of
ed by all parties, which furnished a very dif.
■exhibited there for some years past, he will j progress ofthe flames, but we regret to state, the state “of preparationfor the revolution, in companies, and military .meetings. Capdi- ferent result. News at which we so heartily
have a difficult task to perform. He was ; that the greater part of the passenger’s bag- which the people of New England had been ¡dates for office will he charged for every no rejoiced, and which we knew would be so
expected to embark about the 30th of April, j gage was destroyed before the flames could placed by (heir previous military efforts and ¡ticé or Account of public meeting, the full gladly received by the friends of Constiti).
hi a ship of war, with his family.—Bos. Pat be controlled. Our informant states, that experience, he entered into a detail ofthe price of advertisin0-. ”
tional liberty every where, we immediately
when the fire was first discovered, the flames ; occurrences of the memorable fight at Lex-¡ There ¡s rnuch s“nse ¡n st)me of these re- despatched to our friends in other States./
appeared to issue from the very centre of the j ington, and concluded with ’an exhibition of
an¿ regulations,—for people too often ; But though our patriotic and most estitn^
LATEST FROM EUROPE.
baggage ; the car was in a few seconds com- j, their influence upon the course of the events ]00k upon printers’ labor, or newspaper col- fellow-citizen who stood at the head of fh«
London dates to 22d March have been re
pletely enveloped in a sheets of fire, and the ; of
of succeeding years. It is an interesting
interesting ', umng as of no value, which they hav.e a right Whilig Prox
”
ceived at New York.
has lost his election, we still a.
wind being very high at the time, it burned ! circumstance, connected with these services,
services, ■1 t() AehiatRl, or to fill whenever they choose—- bide by the belief that the Senate with whie|]
whicli
The Peel Cghi.net was gaining ground.
with
great
fury.
The
flames
also
communi1
that, after the lapse of sixty years, ten of the j forgetful of the fact that printers make use of he was associated is elected, and that beliefi«
A debate in the House of Commons on the
olracrArt
i fh *
hott a
Ohio tn :
.
.
.
.
»
*
.
.
_ .
10
cated
to
one
of
the.half
price
cars,
which
was
eleven survivers of the battle vvere able to their types as their trade,, and that their wares ' founded on an extensive knowledge of there,
Irish Tithes question, resulted in a ministeri
slightly damaged.
attend
to
witness
them.
are as valuable to them as are the goods of turns
..... for the Senatorial Prox ;—a large num
al majority of 15.
Among the passengers who were the great
At the conclusion of these éxercises, the the dealer or the tools ofthe mechanic.
Sir Edward Sugden had relinquished the
ber of Whig proxes having been cast with
est
sufferers,
were
Mrs.
R
—
e,
of
Boston,
and
coffin
was
conveyed
to
the
Monument,
which
Chancellorship of Ireland, because the Vice
Gov. Francis at the head. In the House of
Portland Advertiser.
Mrs.
Austin
of
the
Theatre.
The
former
lost
was
erected
some
years
since
in
memory
of
Queen refused to receive his lady at her par
Representatives the Whigs have 37 rnemben,
a
large
quantity
of
valuable
clothing,
worth
those, whose remains were now deposited by
ties at Dublin Castle.
A recent “ notice to persons having busi the Tories 35.
$1500, but fortunately saved her diamonds its siile. The procession then moved to a ness with the Patent Office,” dated at the De
Cotton was gradually on the rise.
It. was reported that the Poles were again and other jewelry. Mrs. Austin also lost all spacious pavilion, prepared for the accommo partment of State, April 1,1835, and signed
JVew York Election.—The New York City
her baggage, including many valuable articles dation of several hundred guests, where a : by John Forsyth, Secretary of State, con
ripe for insurrection.
Election has resulted in the re-election of
ofdress,
but
saved
a
box
of
jewels
which
was
collation
bad
been
provided.
Elias
Phinney,
The Reverend Fathers at the Convent in
cludes with the following paragraph :
Mr. Lawrence as Mayor, and the election o(
Xeres, Spain, had got into a quarrel, and providentially taken from the centre òf her Esq, presided at the table. After the ciotti
“ Fees for copies of patents, specifications the Whig candidates for Aidermen and .As
!
trunk.
was removed, sentinients were given, accom
^tabbed each other with daggers. It was
A Gpwnàn gentleman and his wife, who panied with brief addresses, by the Lieuten or drawings, or for recording assignments, sistant Aidermen in four Wards, and the
necessary to î nt rod nee troops to the Convent,
lost all their clothing, were fortunate enough ant Governor, Judge Story, President Quin should be transmitted to the Superintendent Jackson candidates in the eleven other Wards,
to quell the disturbance.
to recover a tin box, which was in one of cy, and Hon. Daniel Webster, Edward Ever of the Patent Office, in coin, where they a- The exact number of votes for the_respectiye
UNITED STATES AND FRANCE.
moiint to less than five dollars, as bank notes candidates is not yet ascertained.
their trunks, containing documents necessa
Paris papers are to the evening of the 19th ry for the recovery of a large estate in Eu ett, and James T. Austin.
under that sum will not be received.”
We
understand
that
all
the
arrangements
uft. The correspondent of the London rope, whither he was proceeding forthat pur
Michigan Election.—The. election forth
were
judiciously
made,
and
conducted
in
a
Times, says the state of the American ques pose.
Ritchie has thrown off the mask, and now choice of Delegates to form a constitution foi
tion seems tolerably secure. It was expected j Mr. Knowles, of Amherst, Mass, had a very appropriate and satisfactory manner. The huzzas openly for Van Buren, and declares the new State of Michigan, was held through,
that the report of the committee would be ! package in his trunk, containing $15,000, state of the weather 7 was quite unfavorable, him to be the friend of the slave holding out the Territory on the 4th inst. The Depresented on Saturday, March 21, and that ; which was fortunately rescued from the but the occurrences ofthe day were through states. We have brought him out at last. troit Journal states that in Wayne county, th
the discussion would be brought on the next flames, the top of the trunk having been burnt out extremely gratifying to the very numerous , In good old Federal Connecticut they elec largest county in the Territory, the Whig
week. An amendment on the motion for up. We understand the money was put in assemblage whom so interesting an occasion tioneered for him as the avowed opponent to ticket has probably been defeated. In ten
the adoption.of the report, which is under his charge by one oftbe Philadelphia Banks, had so naturally drawn together.—Bos. Pat. the slave holding states.—N. Y, Evening Star. towns in Washtenan county, the Jackson
stood to recommend the simple and uncon for a New York Bank.
ticket was 138 ahead. In Detroit, the Whig
India Rubber Boat.—We have had the pleas
ditional recognition of thé treaty, will suggest
A rough estimate of the loss was made by ure of examining this ingenious production,
D
e Witt Clinton, twenty years ago, drew candidate for Mayor is chosen by a majority
that the whole question be opened up, that a the passengers, and it was computed to asoon alter its return from a most fortunate Martin Van Buren’s c.haracter to the life, of 46, and the Whig ticket for Aidermen ah
rigorous investigation of the claims be enter rnount to upwards of five thousand dollars.
the- . following
A political
Grirntrouling expedition to Martha’s Vineyard. in
........
.............» words
-— :—“-i----- —— ...... other officers succeeded by a large majority,
ed into, and that nothing more be paid than
We understand thè Agentof the Company The boat was invented by Mr. Caleb Wil- | alkin, purring over petty schemes, and mousuch investigation shall show to be due. It acted with great coolness and intrepidity, and i
The Wèstern Carolinian states that Gen,
is expected, however, that the Ministers, did every thing in his power to arrest the pro-1 liams, Jr. of this city, and was manufactured S‘ns ^ye»* sinister designs—without dignity of R. M. Saunders has been appointed Superh
at the India Rubber Factory on Eddy’s Point. mind, or elevation of character.”
with the aid of those earnest remonstrances gross of the flames.
j It is constructed very much upon the plan of
tendent of the Branch Mint, to be locatedai
which daily arrive from all the great com
When the passengers got on board the i Burden’s steamboat, with two inflated cylin
Charlotte, North Carolina.
The
United
Slates
Telegraph
for
Judge
mercial towns of the kingdom, will be able to steamboat, a meeting was called to take the ■
The Globe has heretofore announced Marcommand a majority of upwardsof70 in favor matter into consideration. Joseph P. Grant, ders of India Rubber cloth, connected upon While.—This paper has declared in favor of , tin Gordon to be appointed Superintendem
of the simple adoption of the report and the Esq. of Baltimore was appointed Chairman, : the top by five or six beams of light portable Hon. Hugh L. White for the Presidency ; of the Branch Mint at New Orleans.
plank which supports a deck of boards, which and is forthwith going to exert itself to the
legislati ve sanction of the treaty.
and J. J. Smith, Jr. of Philadelphia, Secreta- ;
The London Standard of March 20th, con ry. A committee of three wrts appointed to may be procured at almost any place where utmost to promote his election. Years ago it
Trial of Matthias.—A remarkable trialo!
tains thé following article upon this subject : — call upon the Company and represent the na- j the boat is to be used. The whole appara labored hard and successfully for the eleva
The commission ofthe Chambers of Dep ture of the accident, and request remunera- i tus weighs about 20 pounds. The cylinders tion of Gen. Jackson, and having made him Matthias, the pretended prophet, is now go
may both be inflated in from 5 to 10 minutes, President, soon after became convinced that ing on in Westchester county, in New York
uties, appointed to examine the project of law tion to the sufferers.
1 and when the air is discharged may be folded he was not fit for the office. Gen. Greene !j He is charged with the murder of one of bi
for granting twenty-five millions of trapes to
Since the above was in type, we learn from I
Elijah Pearson, in Aug®
i
the government ofthe United States, has ter I another passenger, that the opinion was very ' into a valisse. The rest of the apparatus had better find out the qualifications of the | followers,, named
minated its labors ; and tlie report will be ! prevalent among them, that the fire was the i may be conveniently carried in the bottom of candidate before he determines to make him last, by poison, or ill treatment. Before p»
(ceeding in the trial, the Court ordered a Jir
presented on Monday or Tuesday next. The ; result of design, and that it did not originate j a wagon or chaise. In addition to the whole President.
to be empanneled to try the question whetb
debate will then begin. The report will ad j from sparks from the chimney. He says that is a seat, upon which the angler may sit and
was insane.
A large numte
The manner of forming Juries in Virginia er the
. prisoner
.
vise that the grant be made to the extent de^- ! the baggage was covered with a thick tarpau hold his dominion over the finny race. This
manded. Much will depend upon the na lin, and that the fire evidently proceeded boat will Sustain at least one ton’s weight, is very singular, and is, we believe, practiced i °‘ W|tnesses were examined to this point,ans
and of course, by enlarging the deck, would in that State alone. On the morning ofthe |the W in a few minutes agreed on a verditi
ture of the intelligence received at this par from the centre of the baggage..
accommodate quite a party. The elasticity court day, the Sheriff of the County, takes mat he was UI a sane state of mind. Tk
ticular crisis from America in France; if it
P. S. The mail bag, containing a few let of the cy linders has been proved to be a pro his stand in front ofthe Court House' with a ,
P',’ocfeded in, andc'
be hostile, the Chambers will in all probabili
ty refuse to confirm the report.
Letters ters and papers, was also destroyed. The jection against their being punctured by snags paper and pencil, and every man who comes Saturday was still unfinished.
were in PârisTrôm Toulon of 12th, stating fragments of forty-three letters were received or rocks* We understand the ingenious con- within his view is immediately booked, and if
The trial of Matthias, on the charge o!
that the Ramier steamboat, which had put in in the New York Post Office, last evening, ' triver has applied for a patent for his inven he attempts to escape, is informed that his
name is down and he must serve. No mat murder, has been brought to a close. Tbt
to Port Mahon, on her way from Algiers, and have been repacked, to return to Phila tion.— Prov. Journal.
ter if the poor wight be just escaped from a jury under the direction of the court, gavei
had noticed no vessels on the coast of Minor delphia this day. One of them contained a
ca, but an American man-of-war, a frigate, check for five hundred dollars.
Arkansas Antiquities.—.A letter from Ar journey, or be from a county fifty or a hun verdict of not guilty. He was then tried oi
A*. Y. Gazette, 18th.
and a cutter, which were closely watched by
kansas says
“ Two miles from this, on the dred miles off, serve he must, apd that,too the a charge of assault and battery on hisdaugli
banks of the White river, you see brick foun whole day, without dinner or any refresh ter, and sentehced to imprisonment for thra
the French frigate La Bellone. The naval
Tornado.—The lower region ofthe County dations of houses. Six miles from this, six ment, and what is still more grevious, without months, besides an imprisonment for out
force of the United States in the Mediteranemonth for contempt of court.
an consists only of—the Delaware, a ship of of Mauny, (Tenn.) has lately been visited by hundred and forty acres are inclosed by a pay.—Boston Advocate.
Judge Ruggles, after pronouncing sententi
the line, 94 guns ; the Potomac, frigate of 60 a destructive tornado, by which eighf persons wall, and in the.centre there is a circular
addressed Matthias as follows :
guns ; the John Adams, a ship’s sloop of 24 were killed and fifteen or twenty wounded. building. North of this, there are the ruins
Death
by
Poison.
—
The
Brattleboro
’
Vt.
The following account of this calamity is of a city ; parallel streets, crossing each other
“We now tell you that the times for prat
guns, and the Shark, a schooner of 8 guns.
Phoenix, gives an account of the sudden
It is said, however, thatt.be Etas Unis,(a frig from the Tennessee Observer:
at right angles, may be traced by brick foun death of a young lady, Mary Stebbins, daugh ticing these foolish impositions are past. Tb
“ We have since visited the scene, and dations, a mile in length ; the bricks are
I Court is satisfied that you are an imposlo!
ate) the Constitution, (a frigate) and the Pea
ter pf Capt. Elijah S. aged 20 years, at Ver and tfiat you do not believe in your own dot
cock, (a ship’s sloop) are expected daily to have never, in our life witnessed such desola shaped like modern bricks.’*
non, in that State. Her death was occasion trines. We advise you, therefore, when yt!
tion. Houses are torn from their foundations
join them.
,
ed by èatingsome pods, during a walk in thè come out of jail, to shave off your bbard, lai
and scattered before the winds—fences are
Cheap Travelling.—A gentleman mention woods the day previous, of Apple Peru, a
levelled—trees are uprooted and piled togeth
Insurrection of Slaves at Bahia.—By an er—every thing is swept to the earth, and ed to lisa day or two since, that he had just powerful narcotic, sometimes called Thorn aside your peculiar dress, and go to wwl
arrival at New York,, an account has been !' fragments of furniture, buildings and timber, reached this city from Louisville, with con Apple, Jameson Weed or botanically, Stram like an honest man.”
received of an insurrection of the negro ', and bodies of dead animals, lie scattered pro- siderable baggage, and the fare for travelling onium. She was soon after attacked with
Ohio and Michigan.—The Delaware (OH)
slaves, on the 24th of January. The police ji miscuously over the ground. We noticed during the whole journey, did not amount to dizziness, Violent retchings,5 and occasional
Gazette of Saturday last, mentions the arrin
fortunately obtained information of the plot1, one ofthe ground sills of Mr. Degraffenried’s more than 18 dollars. Louisville is about a !| spasms—and died within twenty-four hours at that place, of Colonels Swayne and As
a few hours before the time appointed for house lying one hundred and fifty yards from thousand miles from this city. Cheap trav-1 in great agony.
drews (two of the Governor’s staff) on tilt!
eHing this, at less than two cents per mile.
carrying it into execution, and the garrison
where the house stood-r-there is nothing re
return from the Northern Frontiers. Th««
was consequently put in a condition to make
Philad.
Inquirer.
maining of the house but the bases of the
Rail Road Accident.—We understand from officers state, that although Michigan does»:
an immediate attack upon the insurgents. chimneys, the chimneys themselves having
acquiesce in the
the
Agent of the Camden and Amboy Rail-....
, right
« of Ohio to establish4
There
are
260
newspapers
printed
in
the
It is stated that 150 of the negroes were kill been blown away. Some of the dead Were
road
Company,
that
the
fire
which
took
place
;i
|ne
inquestion,
the Commissioners ofll
State
of
New
York,
independent
of
65,
which
ed, and upwards of 100 taken prisoners.— found blown upwards of a hundred yards
beyond Bordentown, amongst the I letter were not to be molested in runningli
Three soldiers and one citizen were the only from - the house ; and a part of the roof, we are printed in the city, making the whole yesterday
1
•11
. I
. _
1
I KAnna«i.^v^ lm/\
J Li
»» th)
number 325. There are 781 towns in the baggage, was not occasioned by the sparks Boundary line. The understanding is,lb
whites who were killed. The commander
understand, has been found three miles dis State, 9 cities, and 116 incorporated villages. from the engine, (which were blown in a dif neither party will pursue hostilities, or rest:
of the U. S. sloop of war Erie, which lay in tant. Some conception of the velocity of the
ferent direction,) but from the ignition of a to any criminal prosecutions, with the exp«
Number of Post Offices, 1703.
the harbor, offered the services of the ma
wind may be had from the fact, that in a
large quantity of Lucifer matches which were tation that Congress at their next session«
rines and sailors to assist in restoring order.
green linn tree, near Mr. Lusk’s dwelling, is
in
some case or trunk in the crate which took settle the whole matter in controversy defiu
We find in the London Courier the follow to be seen sticking about 20 feet from the
The Springfield Somnambulist again.—The
fire,
and which must have been ignited by tively.— Balt. Pat.
ing letter from Bahia, dated January 27, giv
ground, a broad piece of poplar plank, firmly Springfield Gazette states that Jane C. Rider,
ing a more circumstantial account of the driven in to the depth of apparently 4 or 5 the former Somnambulist, who now resides friction. It is said that a bushel of them were
found under the car after the fire.—Some
The following gentlemen have beeni:
same affair.—Boston Pat.
inches, and at an angle of about 45 degrees at Brattleboro’, is again subject to paroxysms, particulars in confirmation of this statement pointed by the Governor and Cpuncil,Scto
“ On Saturday night, the 24th inst., we had across the grain. Several other houses were similar to those which she had not long since, are contained in a letter from the agent at Commissioners under the resolve passed I
a serious disturbance with the blacks, princi , unroofed and blown down, but we have accompanied with the same extraordinary Bordentown, which we have not room to in the last Legislature.
powers of vision. The Gazette suggests the
pally of the Nagoa nation. About 12 or 1 heard of no loss of life.”
York, Frederic Greene, of Saco; Cumte
expediency of having her removed to Boston, sert.—Phil. Gaz.
o’clock that night we were awoke by vollies
land, Allen H. Cobb, of Durham';’ Lined!
or
some
placò
where
she
may
receive
the
best
of musketry from the fort San Pedro, which
(L?3Halifax papers to the 2d inst. have been
William Pans.-—The Committee of the Warren Rice, of Wiscasset ; Washing»
continued for . some time, as also distant fir received at the Merchants News Room, New medicai advice—and where the singular phe
Massachusetts House of Representatives to Samuel Moore, of Steuben ; Kennel»
ings from the palace San Bento, &c. I then York. The subjoined paragraph is extracted nomena of this case of somnambulism, may
be subject to the observations of learned and whom was referred the petition of Wm. Vans, Charles Dummer, of Hallowell ; Oxfc
thought there must be a row amongst the from one of them.
praying that the law limiting the time within William Frye, of Bethel ; Hancock, M
scientific men.
,
troops, but soon got the truth from a neigh
P. E. Island, March 3, 1835.
which suits can now be brought against Ex Burnham, of Orland ; Waldo, Peter Roff
bor, who camé to beg permission to have
A most distressing and melancholy occur
ecutors
and Administrators may be suspend of Belfast ; Penobscot, Hannibal Hamlin,
Penalty for carelessness.—The Supreme
refuge in my house. The fire at our end of rence happened on Friday night last. Mr.
ed
for
his
benefit, reported unanimously that Hampden ; Somerset, Elias Cobb, of Sok
the town slackened in about half an hour, and Mrs. Semple, their infant child, seven Court now in session at Concord, have deci
the prayer of the petitioner ought not to be
but continued at the cavalry barracksand months old, and their two daughterSj one 16 ded in favor of the plaintiff in the action
granted, and that he have leave to withdraw
The Ice broke up in the Penobscot river«
Calcada until after daylight, when the whole .and the other 18 years of age, left town for brought against the town of Lowell by Mr. his petition.
the 16th inst. and the first vessels arrived:
were either killed or dispersed. Of the for Orwell, on their way to Murray Harbor, tak I Currier, for neglecting to keep the roads, &c.
our wharves on the 17th. As yet, the fresh
mer, I think the estimate may be at least 70 ing the ice as the nearest route. Having in safety and repair, in consequence of which
Singular Success.—The Hingham Gazette is but moderate.—Bangor Rep. of Tuesday
in the town, besides a great number wound been overtaken by a snow storm, they got he was precipitated id a horse and chaise,
ed. All the blacks that were killed and ta bewildered near Governor’s Island, and fear accompanied by a young lady, down a preci states that the Hingham Mutual Fire Insu
The trial of Hall, Snow and Sargent, (wl
ken were dressed in the same uniform (ex ing by proceeding further, they might be trav pice of 20 feet, formed by the excavation of rance Company have not met with a single
cept what were considered the leaders)—a elling in the direction of the sea, they halted the Lowell Rail Roafl. The case was tried loss for nearly nine years.—The company reéently broke jail in this city, after disable
white shirt and trowsers, and white sash, and on the ice, trusting to their being able to hold at the Court of Common Pleas last year, and have now at risk 805 policies, and the present the keeper,) for an assault on the Jailer v
intent to kill, camé on last Wednesday befe
a silver ring on the right thumb. Nearly out until day light. The eldest daughter, a verdict rendered of damages to the tune of amount insured is $726,212.
the S. J. Court. The Jury returned a verdi
every one had a small book written in Arabic however, died from cold and exhaustion in $3500, which being doubled, according to law
We understand that there is a prospect of of Guilty.—Portland Advocate.
characters, with a plan of the different places the course of the night ; the second only lived —makes the snug sum of $7000. This apf attack, as is supposed. Their intention to reach the shore, and expired immediately mount, the verdict being confirmed by the establishing a Steamboat route from this city
was to set fire each to their masters’ houses, after landing, and, melancholy to relate, the decision of the Supreme Court, the town will to Portsmouth and Dover, N. H. ; a subscrip
Patent Saw-mill Dog.—We observe
tion paper is in circulation with a number of letter in the Somerset Journal from a genii«
attack the barracks, and get possession of the infant, though alive, has both of its legs in a now have to pay.—Mercantile Jour.
highly respectable names for such purpose.
man in Utica, N. Y. describing a newly it
town, in which case they would probably state of mortification from the knees down
Boston Gazette.
have been joined by every black of that na wards ; the mother preserved its life by press
vented saw-mill dog which sets the log
Time-keepers.—The schr. Norway, of Saco,
tion, and probably many others in the place. ing it to her bosom.
with mathematical exactness, and is conned
5 days from Newport, R. I. for Wilmington,
Had it been their intention to murder the
was spoken by the steam packet Columbia,
Sale of\Wool.—A Claremont N. H. paper ed with an apparatus which opens and sM
whit;e inhabitants, they might easily have
Louisiana.—The Legislature of Louisiana at Charleston from New York, in want of says that Dr. Leonard Jarvis of that town, the gate. It is patented by Rich &
done so to a great extent ; but there was not have passed a Jaw, imposing a tax of one nothing but the day of the week, which they sold a few days since, 18,000 pounds of of Utica, N. Y. and was invented by Mr.B®
an instance of any one being murdered in the dollar on every cabin passenger, and of fifty had unaccountably lost—Boston Pat.
wool—all of his own raising, and received nett, who contrived the automaton chessplaj
house from which any of the blacks started. cents on every deck and steerage passenger,
er, in imitation of Maelzel’s.—Augusta
for the same about $ 14,000.
On the sugar plantations in the neighborhood arriving at N. Orleans by ships or steamboats.
A Knitting Machine has been invented by
t ■ ■ 1 .
of the town all was quiet.”
We understand that James F. BraggJ'
The same law exacts from inn-keepers, sel a Pennsylvania farmer, which is very highly
Fire in Gardiner.—We learn that there was
lers of ardent spirits, keepers of coffee houses spoken of.
a fire in Gardiner on Saturday night, which has been appointed Postmaster at Andovi
It is in contemplation to erect a gigantic and of billiard tables within the city, the sum
consumed the apothecary store of Benjamin Oxford County, vice Sylvanus Door, remo^obelisk to Shakspeare, near the mouth of the of $100 annually, and imposes a tax of $1000
A geitfoma p at Killkenny, Coos co. writes Shaw, jr. with all his goddssand his account
Thames, to be surmounted’with a collossal annually on the agents in the city of all for us under date < ff April 8—“ The snow in this books; also the jewelry store of Mr. Davis,
Cold Winters done over.—A German L
statue of the bard, and the pedestal orna eign insurance offices. The proceeds are to place istwo fq et deep in the forest; but the and Mr. Crowell’s tailor’s shop. Mr. Shaw, fess’on Starve, has published a pamphlet
mented with names of the principal charac be applied to the support of charitable insti- weatfie is qui(te warm and favorable.”
and we are told Mr, Davis were not insured. prove that there will not be any severe
ters of his plays.
unions and schools in New Orleans.
for the next 100 years !
■r
N. H. Patriot.
Kennebec Jour.
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RHODE ISLAND ELECTIn»
TPears from the following 2,
rovulence Journal, that the Jacuj
nasonic candidate for Governor ?!
a sn.ull majority, but dlat th"11
fczasi"'«

>wns in t|,e State except f
ofmajonues from those foo ’ }
its may all be relied uno,, as
nearly so. They exhibit» . '
lies for Gov. Francis .over Gov"?’
inlay morning reports were '„5
Washington County, and full, "**
tall parties, which fu’rnXd“’^
t result. News at which wem P'
led, and which we knew „“,1 T
y received by the friends of
I liberty every where, we ¡nJ
itched to our friends in ot|,w g| J
hough our patriotic and most .»J
v-cmzen who stood at the head rf
; P!ox, hpS,.ll?st ,lis election.
by the behef that the Senate with S'
as associated is elected, and lhat’b*
led on an extensive knowledge of
for the Senatorial Prox :-a lare.,
of Whig proxes having been e«, !
Francs at the head. la ^lE
Poriesa35VeS,'‘eWlliSSha,,!37'*

ichigan Election.—The election ¿1
ie of Delegates to form a constitution!
iew State of Michigan, was held throiv
he Territory on lhe 4th inst. The!
Journal states that in Waynecouhlw
>st county in the Territory, the .ft
t has probably been defeated, hi
is in Washtenan county, the Jack
it was 138 ahead. In Detroit, theft
»date for Mayor is chosen by a majoit
>, and the Whig ticket for Aldemew
r officers succeeded by a large major«;,
lie Western Carolinian states thalft
1. Saunders has been appointed Sup
ent of the Branch Mint, to be local;!
rlotte, North Carolina.
1
he Globe has heretofore announced
Gordon to be appointed Superinteni
le Branch Mint at New Orleans.

'rial of Matthias.—A remarkable tri l
thias, the pretended prophet, is now,
on in Westchester county, in New If
is charged with the murder of one oi
•wers, named Elijah Pearson, in
by poison, or ill treatment. Before^
ling in the trial, the Court orderedil.
e empanneled to try the question wit
le prisoner was insane. A largenil
fitnesses were examined to this point,
jury in a few minutes agreed on aw
he was in a sane state of mind.
cipal trial was then proceeded in,at
irday was still unfinished.
he trial of Matthias, on the chargi
•der, has been brought to a close.
under th© direction of the court,f
lict of not guilty. He was then trit
targe of assault and battery on hisdii
and sentenced to imprisonment for
iths, besides an imprisonment foi
ith for contempt of court,
udge Ruggles, after pronouncing sen!
ressed Matthias as follows :
We now tell you that the times fori
ig these foolish impositions are pw
irt is satisfied that you are an imf
tfiatyou do not believe in your oft
es. We advise you, therefore, whs
ie out of jail, to shave off your bfeari
e your peculiar dress, and go W
an honest man.”

thio and Michigcpp.—The Delaware
iette of Saturday last, mentions the
:hat place, of Colonels Swayne 8f
ws (t wo of the Governor’s staff) 01
rn from the Northern Frontiers,
;ers state, that although Michigan(k
uiesce in the right of Ohio to establi
in question, the Commissioners
er were not to be molested in runnii
indary line. The understanding!
her party will pursue hostilities, on
my criminal prosecutions, with the?
on that Congress at their next sessioi
le the whole matter in controversy
;ly.—Balt. Pat.

Phe following gentlemen have to
nted by the Governor and CqhuciI,»
mmissioners under the resolve pa®
last Legislature.
fork, Frederic Greene, of SacQjW
d, Allen H. Cobb, of Durhmi «
irren Rice, of Wiscasset; Wasta
nuel Moore, of Steuben ; W
arles Dummer, of Hallowell;
lliam Frye, of Bethel ; Hancoc
rnham, of Orland ; Waldo, Pete
Belfast ; Penobscot, Hannibal flam'
mpden; Somerset, Elias Cobb,
rhe Ice broke up in the PenobscoinJ
116th inst. and the first vesse s<
r wharves on the 17th.
jut moderate.—Bangor Replhe trial of Hall, Snow and Sarg
;ently broke jail in this city, alter
■ keeper,) for an assault on1 the J
ent to kill, came on last WednesM
, S. J. Court. The Jury returneda«
Guilty.—Portland Advocate.

Patent Saw-mill
u
ter in the Somerset Journal n
,
min Utica, N. Y. describing a" J
ited saw-mill dog which sets n
th mathematical exactness, ano1
with an apparatus which ope s
- gate. It is patented by R’®"
Utica, N. Y. and was invented W
Lt, who contrived the automat 1 <
in irqilation of Maelzel s.—Aug

Cold Winters done
¿or, Starve, has published
we that there will not be any
• the next 100 years !

23^33®»^ 3

he largest hog that we have ever seen is
v temperance so
now m the possession of Mr. P. Mehan. It
ciety.

WARD’S
HAIR OIL

PROBATE NOTICES

At'the annual meeting ot the York Courity measures, from the snout to the tail, eleven VEGETABLE
At à Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with
SATlJRDAYj APRII« 25, 1835.
Temperance Society, holden at Alfred on the feet, is five feet in height? and weighs 1232
N all ages of the world a beautiful head of
in and for the county of York, on the first
evening of the 10th of February last, the fol- pounds! It is remarkably Well shaped, and
hair
has
been
considered
the
greatest
or

Virginia ÉtECTiONS.—Returns from Viri lowing'persons were chosen officers of the thé flesh is of extraordinary firmness, considMonday in April, in the year of our Lord
nament ever bestowed by nature tipon the eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon
ginia come in very slowly* We are unable? society for the present year, vi2. Rev. George e.r>n'g its size. It appears to be in perfect human frame, and indispensably necessary to
orable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
as yet, to form any opinion as to the ultimate W. Wells of Kennebunk, President. John health, add may yet attain a much larger the perfection of personal beauty. It is a very
Court :
growth} being not quite three years ajj
old;.
Skeele,
Esq.
©f
Sanford,
Vice
President*
general complaint of young persons, that their
result of the contest. Both parties are san
OSIAH GILMAN, executor of the last
Dublin Journal.
Calvin R. Hubbard, Esq. of Sanford, Secretary*
hair is falling off or becoming dry and un
guine of success—a.ud both? we believe, claim Benjamin J. Herrick, Esq. of Alfred, Treas
Will’ of Mary Sdyward, late of York, in
healthy ; this may be owing to the applicasaid county? widow, deceased, having pre
a great gain so far. We shall be enabled, in urer. The following persons Were appointed
Michigan
Eleclion-Tbe result of . the — o
sented his second account of administration
a week or two, to give the results of the by the society a Committee to revise the election in Michigan for the choice of dele
d.e e‘ j entire nëglect of the hair* Without proper ot lhe estate of said deceased, for allowance s
citfrontìiN-riì rlicoQCoa ruFtkc* köii* Wild arico
Elections throughout the State, for Congress Constitution and report at an adjourned gates to the territorial convention, is th?r \(attention,
diseases of the hair will arise, which
ORDERED?—That the said execùtorgive
méeting such amendments as they should oughly Jacksonian. Wayne county gives a are often found to occasion thinness, fall
men and Members of the State Legislature*
deem expedient, viz. Benjàmin J. Herrick, ; Jàcksoh majority of 465 ; Monroy, 605; St. ing off', and frequently total baldness. For notice to all persons interested, by Causing a
copy of this order to be published three weeks
Rhode Island.—‘The late elections in this John Skeele and Arthur McArthur, Esqrs., ¡Clair, 88 p Macomb, 6 toWns, 203; Washte- these evils and the necessary inconveniences successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, print
who having attended to that duty Reported at ! naVv riboüt 100. Benin County has chosen attending them, Ward’s Vegetable Hair Oil
State resulted in the choice of the Jackson the adjourned meeting on the 13th of Feb. two Whig Delegates. These appear to be
ed at Kennebunk, in said county, that they
will be found in all cases a sure remedy. Be
candidate for Governor and the Anti-Jackson the following alterations and amendments, i the only Whig candidates elected. The De- fore offering this Oil to the public it had been may appear at a Probate Court to be held
complains bitterly of the “ direct; tried in hundreds of cases of baldness, thin at York, in said County, on thè first Monday
candidate for Lt. Governor—majorities of viz. thatall the articles ofthe Constitution and troit Journal1 —
m May next, at ten of the clock in the foreJ
the State Senators and Representatives elect the amendments, additions and alterations to personal influence of the Catholic Clergy” in ness and falling off of the hair and in every noon, and shew càuse, if any they have?
the same be repealed, excepting the first, and the election.
instance
its
salutary
effectshave
been
realized
are Whigs. Such, we believe, is the issue of ninth articles, and that the first article be
why the Said account should not be allowed.to admiration« It has never failed to produce
Attest, Wm. Gutter Allen? Register.
Epidemic at Dedham.—We learn from the a new and beautiful growth on heads already
the election, although the accounts from the amended by striking out “ Auxiliary to the
A true copy,—Attest,
...................
J —Journal,
- • .hat
• an epi- J 'which i
and... Surgical
State are exceedingly contradictory, and it is American Temperance Society,” and that the rMedical
_ -J „ .i.r- r/.-.-g, --T ,
.i
Wm. Cutter Allén, Register.
riomm
r\t an
on alarming
o I rnriin<y nharQAtpi*
hna iI
1
demic iiiL'Q'jQD
disease of
character has
I often occurs. In cases where it becomes dry
April 1Ï.
not probable that the actual result will bo follQwing articles be added, to wit.
appeared
among
the
operatives
in
the
wool-1
Article 2. Every member of any Temper
known until the votes are canvassed by the ance society in the, County of York, pledged len factory at Dedham. The most prominent ' and ceases to grow, this Oil will very soon
render it healthy and produce a rapid dnd At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk^
Legislature. If the election has resulted as to the entire abstinence from the use of ar symptoms that have as yet presented them beautiful growth, without the least injury to
Within andfor the County of York, on thefirst
above stated, a whig Senator in Congress dent spirits, shall be deemed a member of this selves in the cases of the sickness alluded to the most delicate bead ; nor does any falling
Monday of April, in the year of our Lord
render it almost certain that the disease is ty off follow after using it. That loss of hair
èighteén hundred and thirty five, by the
will undoubtedly be chosen during the next Society.
Article 3. The officers of this society phus fever. The only case which has thus which so often takes place after sickness may
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
session of the State Legislature.
has been . submitted
to£•. UÜ
shall be a President, a Vice President and a far terminated fatally,
of said Court :
be vctölly
easily
prevented ...
by UÖHJJ'
using this
celebrated}
.* ' .
I
u
My
LUI» VÇ1.CV1
_j ¿ piCVtîIJLCU
.1)eai
exammation
; and
'
nü o¡f .has
offered
......
...
...___
, the result of, o¡|
Secretary, who shall be chosen at ,ev#ry an 4a post-mortem
ATHAN D. APPLETON, named Exec
thp. autopsy
antnnsv disclosed
disrlosed indubitable evidence of
ot to the
, public
, .. "that. gives
•
• ... __«•
Corruption.—»Robert T. Lytle, ofOhio, a nual meeting by ballot, who with three others the
utor in a certain instrument purporting
such. universal
satis
extensive
disease
pervading
in
a
greater
or
less
representative in the last Congress, has been ■i chosen at the same time shall form an ex.ee“
to be the last will and testament of Richard
faction and stands the test of experience like
„degree
the
mucous
membrane
throughout
the
Bean, late of Waterborough, in said county?
Ward’s Vegetable Hail Oil.
appointed, by the President, Surveyor Gen utive committee.
Article 4. Th'ei’e shall be an annual meet aiimeritary canal.—Transcript.
yeoman, deceased, having presented the sam©
For sale by
JOHN LILLIE.
eral of Ohio. Mr. L. was a candidate for ing of the society on the first Tuesday of
,
April 25, 1835.
for probate :
re-election to Congress la^t fall, but was de- January, at ten o’clock hi the forenoon, when
Cholera.—We learn that several cases of
ORDERED—That th© said exectitof
his (Storer) a whig.—
a report shall be made by the executive com Cholera have occurred at Toronto and Mon
give notice to all persons interested? by caus
ing a copy of this order to be published three
Such is the republicanism of Gen. Jackson. mittee,—quarterly meetings shall be held in treal, U. C.—Detroit Journal) April 10.
HE Subscribers, having contracted with weeks successively in the Kenhebunk Ga
After the People had expressed their disap like manner on the first Tuesday in April,
the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
July and October.
The last Skowhegan Sentinel contains a
probation of Lytle’s political course, and
port the Poor of said town the present year,
Article 5. The annual and quarterly meet long communication signed by Asa Clark, late
appear at a Probate Court to be held at
condemned him to retire to private life, the ings shall be holden in every town in the of the Council. It has an awfuk squinting at hereby give notice that they have made the York, in said county, on the first Monday of
necessary
provisions
for
their
support.
They
May next? at ten of the clock in the forenoon?
President appoints him to office ! Another county successively, in alphabetical order, at some transactions behind the curtain of “ the
therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust
instance of the same kind has occurred in each of which meetings, it shall be the duty party ’’«-some quarrel, we suppose, about the ing any ofthe paupers of said town, as they and shew cause? if any they have, why the
of the executive committee to jirocure a pub division of the spoils. There is a good deal
said instrument should not be proved, ap
this State. Kavanagh, a member of the last lic address to be delivered.
of ill blood among some good Jacksonmen in are determined to pay no bill for their sup proved and allowed, as the last will and testa-*
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.?
Congress, and a candidate for re-election, re
Article 6. A public address shall be deliv Somerset, who accuse each other of being port*
ment of the said deceased.
FRANCIS BOSTON.
• Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register*
ceived a similar expression of the People’s ered on Tuesday evening of the first week of treacherous to the party,” and Mr. Clark
Kennebunk-port,
April
21,1835*
A true copy—Attest,
.
,
disapprobation and was ordered to private each sitting ofthe Court of Common Pleas in says it is better to part with “ rotten mem
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.the County.
bers,” than to keep them. The greatest pat
life—but, before the close of the last session,
April 11*
The committee further propose that article riots will disagree sometimes.
he was appointed by the Presidept to a high ninth shall be so far altered as to bear the deKennebec Journal.
D. RE MICH
diplomatic station ! Are these practices in !' nomination ot article seventh.
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, withirt
All of which proposed • alterations and a~|Z|’ASfust received bis Spring assortment ot
Kemselnsnk Lyceum. .
and,for the county of York, on the first Monconformity with the professions of the Pres-1| mendments
will be acted upon by the society
An extra meeting of the Lyceum will be
\ day in April, in thè ijedr of our Lord
ident and his partizans ? Do they exhibit i! at its next regular meeting in May.
GARDEN
&
FLOWER
SEEDS,
held, on Monday evening next, at the meet
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon
that regard for the voice of the people and
[Communicated.
ing house of the second parish, for the pur from the New England Seed Store, Boston,
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
that reverence for pure republican principles
said Court ■:
(CZ^The publishers of the several papers pose of continuing the discussion ot the warranted of the growth of 1834:
which the President has so frequently declar in this County are requested to give the a- question—“ ought Capital Punishment to be
—AMONG WHICH ARE THE FOLLOWING—
athaniel jefferds, guardian of
abolished/” The debate will commence at
Julia Ann Ross, a minor, and child of
Early Dwarf Pea.
ed in his Proclamations, Messages, &c. to be bove article an insertion.
7 o’clock precisely.
Early Washington do.
James M. Ross, late of Kennebunk, in said
fundamental articles in his political creed?
The next regular meeting of the Society
Dwarf Scymetar do. (superior.)
county, deceased? having presented his first
Large Marrowfat do.
will be held at the Meeting-house of the Sec
account of guardianship of bis said ward foi*
SECOND ANNIVERSARY.
Early
Marrow
Bean,
(best
string
Bean*)
Hon. William P. Walker of Lenox, who
ond parish, on Thursday evening next, com
allowance ;
London Horticultural Pole Bean.
was nominated as a candidate for the office • The second anniversary of the American mencing at 7 o’clock. Subject for discussion
Long Blood Beet.
ORDERED-f-That the said guaftliart
Ami-Slavery
Society
will
be
held
in
this
city,
—“ ought the slaves in this country to be im
Early Turnip do. do.
of Lt. Governor of Massachusetts, by a whig
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
(wi-lh divine permission) agreeably to the mediately emancipated /”
Mangel Wurtzel do.
;
Legislative convention, declines accepting the provisions of the Constitution, on Tuesday,
ing a Copy of this order to be published thred
French Sugar do.
Kennebunk, April 25.
Early York Cabbage.
Weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
nomination.
May 12th, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Early Dutch do.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county?
The Annual Report will be read, and ad
HYMENEAL
Green Globe Savoy do.
that they may appear at a Probate Court to b©
Latest from France—important if true ! dresses are expected from several distinguish
Large Late Drumhead do.
MARRIED—In Saco, 16th inst. Mr. George
held at Kennebunk, in said county, on th©
Red Dutch do. (for pickling.)
The following slip from the office of the ed gentlemen. It is hoped that every auxiliary
Bridges of Biddeford, to Miss Susan Shed of S.
Long Orange Carrot.
first Monday in August next, at ten of the
Boundary (Calais) Gazette brings unexpected will send at least one delegate. They are
In
South-Berwick,
Mr.
John
N.
Blackley,
to
Early Horn do.
clock in the forenooil, and shevv cause, if any
requested to report their names at the Soci
Early
Dutch
Cauliflower.
information. It may be correct, although we ety’s hew Office, No. 144 Nassau street, im Miss Emily F. Irvine.
they have, vyhy the said account should not
White Celery.
be allowed.
much doubt whether it is so.
mediately on their arrival in the city.
Curled Cress.
OBITUARY
Attest, Wm. Cutter AllèN, Register.
Long Green Prickly Cucumber.
There will be a meeting of the society for
“ Boundary Gazette, Calais, April 17.
Early Frame do.
A irilé copy,—Attest,
By the brig Mung, which arrived at St. business, on the morning of the anniversary,
DIED—In Saco, 12th inst. Miss Jprusha Cobb,
EarJy Green Cluster do.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Registert
Andrews, on Wednesday last, in 17 days from at 8 o’clock.
aged 30 years.—13th, Daniel, son of Mr. Lyman
Early Curled Silesia Lettuce.
April 11.
Further particulars hereafter.
Manly, aged;8 years.
Liverpool, bringing dates to March 29th, we
Imperial Head do.
In Hollis, 11th inst. John Wesley Runnels,
Pine Apple Melon,
learn that the French Chamber of Deputies
Lewis Tapfan,
) Committee of
Al a Court of Probate held at York, vnthiri
Large Cantateupe do.
aged 8 months and 9 days.
have dissolved without making an appropria
Simeon S. Jocelyn, > Arrange„ients.
Large
Round Wa ter do.
and for the county of York, on the first
In
Milton,
Mrs.
Hannah,
wife
of
Mr.
John
tion for the payment of the American claim.”
Samuel E. Cornish, )
°
Long Carolina do. do.
Monday in May, in the year of our Lord,
Grover,
aged
42.
Silver Skin Onion.
N. Y. Emancipator,
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the Hon-.
Large Deep Red do.
The mansion of the President of the Uni
orable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
[We understand that Dr. Burleigh Smart,
White Portugal do.
SHIP NEWS.
ted States was entered by some scoundrel
Double Curled Parsley.
said Court :
of this town, has been appointed, by the Maine
KENNEBUNK, APRIL 25, 1835.
Large Dutch Parsnip.
on the night of the 17th inst. The President
OSIAH BRAGDON, Guardian of Mzth’t
Squash .Pepper. .
was awakened by the intruder, who was at Anti-Slavery Society, a delegate to the above
Grant, a minor and child of Theodore
Early Scarlet Short top Radish,
arrived.
Grant, late of York, in said courity, yeoman,
Long Salmon do.
his chamber door, endeavoring, apparently, to named meeting.]
April 19—’Schs. Grape, Ward, from Boston ;
Scarlet Turnip Rooted do.
(
deceased, having presented his first account
xVIoro, Emery, do.
obtain entrance into it. The President de
Sage.
of Guardianship of his said ward for allow
sailed.
South
American
Affairs.
—
Late
papers
from
Summer
Savory.
manded who he was and what he wanted, to
April 21—Sch. Mary, Webber, for Boston.
ance :
Early Bush Sdallop Summer Squash.
Bogota, New Grenada, have been received
April 23—Schs. Grape, Ward, Boston ? Moro,
which enquiries he replied that he was trying here. The Gazette of that city, of the 8th
Early Long W arted do.
ORDERED—That the said Guardian
Canada
Crook-neck
do.
Emery,
do.
(or wanted to find the way) to get out. Other Feb., contains the following intelligence
give notice to all persons interested, by
MEMORANDA.
Long Winter Crook-neck do.
causing a copy of this ofder to be published
The Province of Manubi had declared war
members of the family were aroused and the
Tomato.
Saco, April 16.—Ar. sch. Washington, Cha
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Early White Dutch Turnip.
fellow was seized and locked up in an apart against Guayaquil, in consequence of which, pin, Gloucester ; 20th, schs. Ni*wYork, Howe,
White Flat Winter do.
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
the troops of General Flores, three hundred Newburyport 5 Maria, Smith, Boston ; Meicament usually occupied as a stable, for safe strong, attempted to land at that place, on the tor, Scammon, do. ; Henry, Gdlpatrick, do. ? sip.
Swedish or Rula Baga do.
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
quantity of Ornamental Flower to be held at York, in said county, on the
• A large
1
keeping until morning. In the morning, how 26th of November, one hundred and sixty of Franklin, Stone, Thomaston.
Seeds,
first Monday in May next,, at ten of the
Cid. at Mobile, 4th, sch. Packet, Blaisdell,
ever, it was found that he had escaped. He whom were killed. • Another body entered
Kennebunk, March 20, 1835.
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
was unarmed and rather poorly clad. Plun the town of Puertoviejo, killed many of the Richmond.
they have, why the said account should
Sailed from Charleston, 11th, ship Berwick,
inhabitants, and carried off' a considerable
der was undoubtedly bis only object.
To the members of the first Parish in Kenne not be allowed.
number of the prisoners to Guayaquil, where Trieste.
K > ’ •
bunk, qualified to vote in Parish Meetings,
Ar. at Havana, 29th ult. barque Bohemia,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the victory was celebrated.
We learn from a recent catalogue of the
and to all the o wners of Pews in the Meeting
A true co/jy,—-Attest,
At Venezuela, General Montillo, who had Lord, Boston.
Wm. Cutter Alien, Register.
At Rotterdam, March 3, brig Plato, Wise,
house in said Parish,
Greeting.
officers and students of Bowdoin College, been nominated Plenipotentiary to England,
from Philadelphia.
’
March 21.
that the number of students at present at this France and Spain, had been denied an ap
At Bordeaux, 5th ult. bark Pomona, Nason, tor JN the name of the State of Maine, you are
JL hereby notified to assemble and meet at’
institution is 230, viz
Seniors 30 ; Juniors pointment to that office by the Congress, and Philadelphia, loading.
.....
~ .
General Soublette had been appointed and
NOTICE
At Buenos Ayres, Feb. 16, ship Marion, Davis, said Meetipg-house, on Monday, the fourth
27 : Sophomores 57 ; Freshmen 36. Medi sent out in his place
JV. Y. Com. Adv.
discharging.
_
,
.. , day of May next, at two o’clock, afternoon;
E, the subscribers, having been appoint
cal Students, 86.
Ar. at New-Orleans, 2d, sch. Witer Witch, then and there
ed by the Hon. William A. Hayes?
The Indemnity Bill.—By the George Wash Manson, Apalachicola. On the bar, about 3d,
1st, To choose a Moderator.
Ohio and Michigan.—'Lhe Detroit Journal ington, letters were received from Paris, to bri<r Lima, Lord, from Havana, with a steamer
2d, To take into consideration the expedi Judge of Probate of Wills, &c., within an'd
ency of painting the outside of the Meeting for the County of York, to receive and ex
-of the 10th inst., says the Boston Daily Ad the evening of Thursday, March 19th,—two lightening her.
At Port-au-Prince, 3d inst. brig Florida, Per house, and of making other repairs thereon, amine the claims of creditors to the estate of
vertiser, gives the following account of the days later than previous dates. One from a kins, New Orleans, 3.
source entitled to the highest respect says,—
and of assessing a Tax on the Pews in said
JOSHUA JOHNSON?
state of affairs in relation to the boundary “ No body doubts that the indemnity bill will
Ar. at Wilmington, 10th, sch. Norwiy, Emery, Meeting-house for defraying the expense of
late
of
York,
in said county, yeoman, de
Fall
River.
•question.
pass. The discussion upon the report of the
Ar. at New York, 20th, sch. Clara Fisher, Lit said painting1, &c. And to *vote what you ceased, represented insolvent, do hereby give
may think proper thereon.
Contest with Ohio.—We learn that the Committee is set down for day after to-mor tlefield, Guyama.
notice, that six months aid allowed to said
Given under our hands at Kennebunk, the creditors to bring in and prove their claims?
commissioners appointed by the President to row, the 21st. But as that is Saturday, it is
SPOKEN.
very
likely
it
may
be
postponed
to
the
next
14th
day
of
April,
A.
D.
1835.
act as mediators between Michigan and Ohio,
March 28, lat. 48^, long. 19, bad——, of
and that we shall attend that service, at the
DANIEL SEWALL, ) p
have had interview with Goverriors Lucas week.” By the Havre packet of March 24th, Kennebunk, standing E.
Office of Charles O. Emerson, Esq. in said
.
ADAM
M
’
CULLOCH,
[
and Mason, and that their mission has been or at farthest that of April 1st, we shall ex
York, on the last Saturday of April inst. and
unsuccessful—Gov. Lucas having refused to pect news that the indemnity bill has passed
TIMO. FROST,
MBW
GOODS
on the last Saturdays of the five following,
defer the survey of the northern boundary, by more than a hundred majority.
months, from two to four o’clock, P. M.
N. Y. Jour, of Com.
and declaring that he would not yield one jot■
JOLLY
Dated at York, the 9th day of?
or tittle, to the solicitations of the commis
AS iust received a fresh supply of
April, A. D. 1835.
S
F
last
year
’
s
growth,
put
up
by
the
Sha

sioners. Some difficulties have already oc
Advertising.—No ; wonder the New York
JOSEPH S. CLARK,
SPRING & SUMMER GOODS,
kers, for sale by
curred on the botder. We are informed that papers thrive so handsomely—they each con
JOSEPH P. JUNKINS,
which he offers low for cash or country pro
MILLER & HALL.
the sheriff of Monroe and some of his depu tain every day two or three hundred adver
duce.
April
13.
ties have been arrested in the discharge of tisements. Persons who have their interest
Kennebunk, April 24,1835.
WAITED IMMEDIATELY
their duties by the authorities ot Ohio, and at heart will not begrudge the trifling sum
IX months in a Convent, or the narrative QO copies of the HANDBILL? headed by
carried to Toledo. A good deal of excite which an advertisement may cost—it not on
JOSEPH CURTIS
sundry quotations from Scripture, ad
of Rebecca Theresa Reed, who was un
ment prevails at Monroe, and a serious con ly brings merchants, tradesmen, mechanics,
AS just received and offers for sale (at
dressed to the citizens of Kennebunk, and
der the influence of the Roman Catholics
flict is apprehended.
&c. into public notice and procures them bu
the store formerly occupied ly Col. about two years, and an inmate of the Ursu circulated in this and the neighboring towns?
The Buffalo Commercial Advertiser con siness, but gives a thriving feature to the A. F. Symonds,) a good assortment of
line Convent on Mount Benedict, Charles during the last month. Also, five complete
tains the following extract of a letter, under place, and tells the world that we are ‘ up
town, Mass, nearly six months, in the years sets of the Handbills addressed to the peo
DRY
GOODS,
GROCERIES,
date of April 4th, from Monroe. The head and doing.’
ple of Kennebunk and circulated in this and
quarters of Gen. Brown, who has been ap
CROCKERY, «TJLdFS«# 1831-2.
An additional supply of the above just re the neighboring towns, previous to the Spring
Loss
Fire.—The large wooden store in
pointed t© command the military force of
HARDWARE;
7 ceived and for sale by
and Fall Elections, during the last two oi
D. RE MICH.
Michigan, are established at this place. Gov. Brewer, near the town line, belonging to the Old Sablé, Swedes, English & Sheet IRON ;
three years.
, ,
Kennebunk, April 20, 1835.
Lucas was at Perrysburg, thirty miles distant. widow Libby, occupied by John W. Hight, Nail and Spike Rods ;
Any person who will gratuitously furnish
“Yesterday, a serious riot took place at was burnt on Tuesday night, 12th inst. with Plough Plate ; Hoop Iron ;
AND PAPER, of excellent quality, for one or more of these handbills will receive the
hearty thanks of the advertiser. They may
Toledo upon the disputed ground, and the all his goods, valued at $2,000, and between Swedes, Tub and Cast STEEL ;
sale by
D. REMlCH.
rioters were arrested by our sheriff, by virtue 4 and $500 in money. His books and all pa Nails, &c. &c. &c. &c.
be left at the office of the Gazette.
April
25.
of process from our Michigan courts, but the pers of any consequence were saved. It was
The advertiser is exceedingly anxious to
A
lso,—A good assortment of
procure
the several handbills above mention
rioters were rescued out of the custody of not discovered until it was in flames. How
LEAR
PORK
for
sale
by
Paints, Oils & Dye StuflS.
WM. LORDj
our sheriff by the Ohio disorganizers, and it took fire is unknown.—Bangor Freeman.
ed; ,The public will in due time be informed
.We|ls,
(Corner,)
April
£5,
1835.
________
they immediately went before the Ohio mag
of the disposition which is made of them. He
April 23, 1'835.
The Baltimore Chronicle says “ on good
istrates and plead guilty to the charge. To
believes the object he has in view is a merito
PALM
LEAI
U
HATS.
morrow our sheriff again goes there, wUlytbe authority,” that the decapitated head of the
rious one and he hopes his efforts to promote
FEATHERS
ILLIAM
LORD
k^just
received
a
the public good, will be seconded by th© lov
posqe of the county, to retake the prisoners figure head of the Constitution, is now in pos
OR
sale
by
large
assortment
.Rummer
Hats,
and their rescuers, which will in all proba session of the Secretary of the Navy, into
ers of good order of all parties.
MILLER
&
HALL.
which are offered for sale ?cVp«
Kennebunk, April 17,1835,
bility bring the military into collision on both whose handsit was delivered by Capt Dewey
April
14,1835.
Kennebunk, April 24, Ir’C
—the decapitator.
sides.”
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■w York Election.—-The New Yorkf;
non has resulted in the re-elect^
uawrence as Mayor, and the election
Vhtg candidates for Aidermen and
it Aidermen in four Wards, and
son candidates in the eleven otherW
«xact number of vot^ for th^ .
idates is not yet ascertained.

We understand that James
3 been appointed Postmas
tford County, vice Sylvanus D

York Ci
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FRESH GOODS.

PEGET^BLE

NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE.
HIS Vegetable Medicine stands unrival
LORD
led for the following complaints, viz:
STANZAS.
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with
AS just received his supply of Spring
ANY articles are before the public
—Dyspepsia or Indigestion ; Diseased Liver ;
Oh lovely is yon sunset sky,
in and for the county of York, on the frst
and Summer Goods, consisting of a Bilious Disorders; Jaundice ; Dropsy; Asth
As new born hopes of bliss,
as a cure for that most obstinate
Monday of April, in the year of our Lord
general assortment of English, French, Do
ma; Costiveness; Bilious Cholic ; for Worms;
And tranquil is the gentle wave
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon. mestic and West India Goods, all of which Pains in the Side, Stomach, and Breast; Loss and tormenting disease, the Rheumatism ;
That meets the sun’s warm kiss,
and from close observation we are led to
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Jud¿e of said are offered for sale on the most reasonable
And there is sweetness in the air
ofAppetite ; Colds and Coughs ; Hoarseness;
Court:
believe, that they have, to a very great ex
terms.
And bloom upon the bough,
Shortness
of
Breath
;
Nervous
Com

OSEPH LITTLEFIELD, 5th., named
tent, failed to produce that desirable result ;
But where ’mid all this beauty are
Kennebunk, April 10, 1835.
plaints, fyc.
Executor in a certain instrument pur
The hopes of childhood now ?
This medicine is of a warming, cheering and mdy il not be attributed to the fact, that
porting to be the last will and testament of
WHEEL TIRE.
and invigorating nature: whereas, it is well articles said to cure this troublesome disor
No shade is on yon sunny sky,
Lydia Littlefield, late of Wells, in said county,
No mist upon the lake,
known many other cathartics have directly der, are also recommended to cure almost
widow, deceased, having presented the same
NGLISH
& Swedes Iron for Tire, from anoppositetendency;andithas amostpowAnd tranquil is the balmy air
,.
for
probate
:
1£
to
3
inches
wide,
also
6
inch
Tire
T
‘
—
1 » «by no other medi every disease with which our frail bodies
As if no storm could break ;
erful
influence, exceeded
are attacked, and in their preparation that
ORDERED—That the said executor
Thus calm and peaceful was my heart
for wide Wheels, for sale by
cine, in removing Nervous complaints. It is
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
In childhood’s happy day,
MILLER & HALL.
pleasant to take, and in its operation so much object is kept in view, viz : to have the
But clouds have gathered o’6r it now,
ing a copy of this order to be published three
Kennebunk, April 10, 1835.
so, that it may be administered to the tender medicine a cure for all diseases?
When will they pass away ?
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
The Vegetable Rheumatic Drops are of
infant with safety.
zette, printed afc Kennebunk, that they may
Never, ah never ! earth may bloom
fered to the public as a remedy for Rheuma
NEW
GOODS.
CERTIFICATES.
appear at a Probate Court to be held at
In new-born beauty drest,
tism, and as no case is known where a per
UST received, a general assortment of
Portsmouth, N. H. Aug. 19, 1833.
York, in said county, on the first Monday of
And all things wear the hues ofjoy
NEW GOODS, which will be sold on
Dr. Charles Holman,—About three years fect cure was not effected, we are justified
May next, at ten of the clock in the fore
To charm the lonely breast—
reasonable terms.
since, I was induced to try a bottle of your in declaring it a valuable medicine for that
But when the heart’s young hopes have felt noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
ISAAC FURBISH.
The tempest’s wintry breath,
Nature’s Grand Restorative, for a complaint at painful disease, and for no other is it recom
the said instrument should not be proved, ap
Kennebunk, April 11.
There’s nothing ever blooms again
the stomach, to which 1 had been subject mended.—Price 50 cents.
proved and allowed, as the last will and testa
Save the Cyprus bough of death.
(probably occasioned by an obstruction of
ment of the said deceased.
CERTIFICATES.
TO LET,
some of the unimportant organs.) I found
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Messrs. Crosbys Co. :
NE half of a two story, dwel l great relief from the use of it, and ever since
A true eppy—Attest,
Fraser’s Magazine.—In Fan article entitled
An apprentice of mine having
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ling-house, with good out
11 The Songs of Italy,” we find a translation of
out-1 have kept it in my house as a family mediApril 11.
Petrarch’s sonnet to the Fountain of Vacluse, so
buildings and garden, convenient cine;—its beneficial effects have been experi- been for many months so much afflicted
beautiful that we cannot refrain from extract
for a family, in a central part‘ of enced by several members of my family. Re with the Rheumatism in one bf his knees,
ing it.
At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk, the town.
spectfully your Ob’t. Svt.
as to be unfit for labor ; and after trying on
Visions of love ! ye dwell
within and for the County of York, on the
WILLIAM WALKER. ( him many popular medicines, I applied your
Also, A store, within a few rods of the
In memory still enshrined,—
first Monday in April, in the year of our same. For further particulars enquire of
I, the subscriber, of Portsmouth, N. H. do Vegetable Rheumatic Drops, which in a
Here, as she once reclined,
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the
WILLIAM W. WISE.
hereby certify that my son was afflicted with short t,ime effected a perfect cure : and it
A shower of blossoms on her bosom fell I
Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of
Kennebunk,
April
11,
1835.
And while th’ enamoured tree
the scrofulous humor, for two years, and I has now been more than six months, and
said Court:
From all its branches thus
have in the same time used many medicines without any new attack of the disease, al
N the petition of Jeremiah S. Putnam,
Rained odoriferous,
recommended for said complaint with the ad
executor of the will of Phinea» J\PJn IRON.
though the boy has been frequently expo
She sat, unconscious, all humility.
tire, late of York, in said county, deceased, WEDES and English Iron suitable for dition of six bottles of Swain’s Panacea and sed to damps and *ains.
JVHxt with her goldehTiair, those blossoms sweet
all
to
no
effect
until
I
was
induced
to
call
on
wheel
tire,
for
sale
by
the
subscriber.
representing that the personal estate of said
Like pearls on amber seemed ;
ROBERT CUTLtK.Dr. Charles Holman, who recommended his
WM. LORD.
deceased is not sufficient to pay the just
Some their allegiance deemed
Columbus, O., 10th Nov., 1832.
April
11,
1835.
Nature
’
s
Grand
Restorative
and
after
using
Due to her flowing robe and lovely feet :
debts which he owed at the time of his death
one bottle only my son was restored to per
I do hereby certify, that I was afflicted
Others disporting took
by thè sum of six hundred and twenty-one
fect health. I therefore conceive it a duty I with the Chronic Rheumatism for about sev
Their course adown the brook :
dollars and six cents, and praying for a license
owe to the public to recommend this medi en years, so that I was unable to attend to
Others aloft; wafted in airy sport,
to sell and convey the whole of the real estate
;Seemed to proclaim, “ To-day Love holds his of said deceased, as by a partial sale the res
cine for the above complaint and likewise for
merry court
QUANTITY of Baltimore Howard costiveness and generally as the best family my business one third of the time. In that
idue thereof would be greatly injured :
time I tried every thing I could hear of that
street Flour, for sale by WM. LORD.
medicine. Portsmouth, Aug. 1833,
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
Kennebunk, April 10.
was recommended to cure the complaint,
JOSIAH WEBSTER.
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased
but found no relief, and in fact 1 had almost
This
may
certify
that
my
wife
had
been
for
and
to
all
persons
interested
in
said
es-.
makerT^Vende^~of^aTcoseveral years afflicted with a cough occasion despaired of finding any. In the fall of 1832
tate, by causing a copy of this order to
-A
MILLER & HALL.
HOL, READ !
ally, and had a seated hard one, for two or ] was at Columbus, at which time I was not
be
published
in
the
Kennebunk
Gazette,
April
9,1835.
Fxtract from Rev. E. N. Kirk's Sermon.
three months, so that she could not rest day able to get on to my horse without help. A
printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three
—I have spoken of the drunkard’s fears. weeks successively, that they may appear at
or night, she obtained some relief from medi friend of mine advised me to purchase o
They are peculiar to himself, the peculiar a Probate Court to be holden at York, in said
cine prescribed by an able Physician, yet she bottle of Messrs. O. & S. Crosby & Co.’s
product of your slow poison. I know his county, on the first Monday in May next, at
was apparently rapidly going into a consump
[Price
reduced
to
25
cents.]
iirst launch is into the outer circle of the ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
tion. While in this state I beard of Holman’s Vegetable Rheumatic Drops, which I did,
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli Nature’s Grand Restorative, purchased one and applied as directed, and found immedi
niaelstroom. The day smiles sweetly, the cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
cation. See directions.
bottle ; she began to be relieved, within a day ate relief, and I am perfectly cured—as it
waters play harmlessly around his little said petition should not be granted.
HE character of this celebrated Oint or two from taking this, and in two weeks has now been more than six months and I
Attest,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
bark. It is easy floating. It requires no
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe, her cough was entirely cured, and for seven have never had a return of the pain—al
A true copy—Attest,
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
oar, no helm. There is motion without efWm. Cutter Allen, Register.
nionths since she has enjoyed better health
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of than she has for a number of years before, though in the winter of 1832—3, I pur
fort or carc. The circle sweeps with so
April 11.
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar with no return of her cough. Not one whole chased a drove of cattle and hogs, and drove
large a diameter, it seems like a straight
them across the Alleghany mountains to
At
a
Court
of
Probate
holden
at
Kennebunk,
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
bottle was used. Rochester, May 23, 1833.
line, But ah, the delusion. It is the curve
Philadelphia market, and was exposed
within and for the County of York, on the
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
GERSHOM HORN.
of death. Each successive sweep is swift- first Monday in April, in the year of our
which are so eminently useful for removing
through the tour to cold and rain. I can
VEGETABLE
POWDERS.
er and in a diminished circle, But at first
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty five, by all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
THESE Powders are a most valuable cheerfully recommend it to all who are af
it lulls to a sweet feeling of security, This
the^ Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge ¿f A fresh supply is just received, and for sale by
composition
for young or old, male or female. flicted with the Rheumatism.
generally continues until it is too late to put
said Court :
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
WM. COCHRAN.
They
are
useful
and safe for violent colds, fe
N the petition of Samuel Allen and
back the frail bark, and as it drives over the
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
vers, foul stomach, head-achev jaundice, pain
Marion county, O. August 1, 1832.
Wholesale by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
Mary Allen, formerly Mary Johnson,
first inward declivities on the edge of the
and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings, in the stomach and bowels, dysentary, cholic,
administrators of the estate of Rufus Johnson,
Sold wholesale and retail by JOHN
awful tunnel, then begins to break upon the
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J.P. loss of appetite, cold hands and feet, palpi
late
of
Wells,
in
said
county,
deceased,
repre

LILLIE, Kennebunk', Nathan Kendall,
ear a terrific roar of the mighty waters rush
Hall and others. Druggists in Boston, and all orders to
senting that the personal estate of said de be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass. tation of the heart, rheumatism, female com
ing through their subterranean outlet. Can ceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
plaints, caused by colds, and all kinds of hu Alfred; Wm. C. Stimpson, & Co. No. 134,
mors.
South Side, Faneuil Hall; Rogers, & Co.
you tell, dealer in poison, can you tell what which he owed at the time of his death by
TAKE
NOTICE.
No. 78 and 19, Commercial Street ; S. N.
images of terror, what unearthly sounds of the sum of ope hundred and four dollars and
HOLMAN
’
S
BONE
OINTMENT.
HE subscriber, having contracted with
horror are racking the soul of your custom seven cents, and praying for a license to sell
HIS Ointment stands at the head of all Brewer, & Brother:', No. 90 one?92, Wash
the overseers of the poor of the town
remedies for the following diseases ington St. ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13,
er while you are quietly resting on your and convey so much of the real estate of said
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
which human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheu

Cornhill,
Boston.
pillow. Remember, it is the angelic nature deceased as may be necessary for the pay ing to said town, for the term of one year from
date hereof, and having made provision for matism, both Chronic and inflammatory—
of man rushing to ruin. Oh there are, ment of said debts and incidental charges :
ORDERED—That the petitioners give no
A REMEDY FOR
there must beterrors that baffle descripton. tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har Gout—Sprains—Bruises, and contracted Ten
dons of long standing.
Remember, as he looks down the yawning to all persons interested in said estate, by boring or supporting any of said pampers on
It discusses all tumors—renders stiff joints
abyss and hears without, the roaring of a causing a copy of this order to be pub his account.
HE excrutiatingpain—the decrepitude
limber by producing a healthy muscular ac
JAMES
HOBBS.
thousand thunders, within he is goaded with lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
and deformity, and the premature
tion.
'
Wells, Dec. 16,1834.
the last appeals of a guilt oppressed con Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
It assuages pains in Boils and Abseses. Noth old age^ which are the usual attendants of
science.
It will not suffer the suicidal cessively, that they may appear at a Probate
ing equals it in swelled and inflamed Breasts this disorder, are suffered by many from a
plunge until it has once more asserted the Court to be holden at York, in said county, Remaining in the Post Office at JYorth-Ber- in females if applied in its early stage, pre dispair of a cure, or disappointment in the
vents suppuration or matter forming, and efficacy of the numerous pretended antidotes
rights of God, and told the terrors of a on the first Monday in May next, at ten of
wick, Me. March 31, 1835.
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
gives in all cases immediate ease from pain.
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
coming judgment. Remember that thirty any they have, why the prayer of said petition
Certificates of this fact could be given if ne* used to effect this purpose. But those who
OHN
APPLEBEE,
Jr.,
John
Abbott,
thousand every year are swallowed in this should not be granted.
have made a fair trial of
Berwick,—Saloma C. Brackett, Berwick, cessary.
vortex. See how thickly they cover the
DR. JEBB’S CELEBRATED LINIMENT,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
This
remedy
is
offered
to
the
public
with
Saloma Baker, Berwick, Henry Bodwell, Mo
A true copy—Attest,
even in cases of long standing, and of the
dark waters. See the security and hilarity
the
full
assurance
that
it
far
excels
the
opo

ses, Elisha or Reuben Bennet,—Eleazer
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
most severe character, have received certain
of the nearest circle. Hear the blasphe
Chick, Bertaicft, William Chadbourn, 2, deldocs and liniments of the present day, for
April 11.
mies and babblings that arise above the roar
James L. Cutts,—Alanson Dougherty,—Alvin the above diseases.—A trial is only wanted relief, and many have been cured in a few
of the waves. But on, look on the inner
Emery, Berwick, Benjamin Ela,—Oliver Fur- to give it the decided preference to every days, some in 24 hours ! as a number of
TEN CENTS REWARD.
circles. See the sons of promise there.
nald, 4, Abigail Furnald, John Furbish,— thing else. Many physicians of eminence persons in Boston and vicinity, who were
>>ANAWAY from the sub- George Getche), Berwick, Joseph Gilpatrick. have used this ointment and extol its merits. formerly afflicted with the Rheumatism,
See how richly some of their barks are
scriber, on Sunday the 19th
H. J. M. P. R.
Vegetable Bitters.
have very fully testified. Certificates are in
freighted with the happiness of others.—
of October last, an indented Ap
Ezra Hanson, Nathaniel Hooper, Berwick,
This preparation is calculated to correct the possession of the proprietor, proving the
Mark how they are now starting from their
prentice to the Printing business,
dreams. Listen to the cry of despair ;
by the name of HORACE KIM John Huff, Berwick, Daniel Hodsdon, Salvi- the bile and create an appetite, by restoring most thorough and surprising cures by
BALL. Said Runaway is now na Hatch, Olive Hardin, Berwick, John M. the digestive powers ; and may be freely used means of this powerful Liniment, in cases
mark the fitful, convulsive, unavailing
Hanson, John Hammond,—George Johnson, both as a restorative and to prevent disease.
_
nearly 18 years of age, light comwhere other approved applications had ut
struggles as they press from destruction.
^=5555^,,,^™.-. p]exion,
eyeg —
Took
P. P.with
Morrell, Berwick, John Manning,
(f/^The above medicines are prepared terly failed. The Liniment is also used
Oh the struggles, the deadly struggles of a him several articles of clothing to which he had Martha Manning, Berwick,—Isaiah F. Purin
and for sale by CHARLES HOLMAN, Pen
man who feels himself really becoming a no legal right. The above reward will be paid ton, Berwidt, Mary Perkins,—John Robinson, hallow street, Portsmouth, N. H. where may with success for bruises, sprains, numbness
drunkard, and that in view of all it involves. to any person, who will secure the said Hor Berwick.
be found a general assortment of vegetable stiffness of the joints, chilblains, &c.
ace Kimball in any Gaol and give information
S. T. W. '
Price 50 cents a bottle.
Venders and makers of alcohol, you murder so
medicines, and also by the following gen
that he may be brought to justice, and all rea
A. Shorty, Berwick, Amma Stewart, Mary tlemen :—At Kennebunk, by John Lillie ;
slowly. So do the North American sava sonable charges paid. He is supposed to be
Stacy,—Reuben Twambly, Berwick, Eph at Wells, by Joseph Wilson ; at Great Falls,
ges. They do not aim to secure death a- sculking about Boston or its vicinity.
DUMFRIES’
All persons are forbid harbouring, trusting or raim Twambly, Eliza Tucker Berwick,—John by Timothy Walcott, (General Agent,) Ste
lone. They lengthen life, when instant
gyETE
WATER!
H.
Wentvorth,
Berwick,
Ichabod
Went

said Runaway, as they would avoid
phen Wingate and R. Bradford ; Dover, J.
death would be mercy. They put off the employing
the penalties of the law, being determined to worth.—41.
OR
sore
or
inflamed
Eyes, gives im
H.
Wheeler
and
Asa
A.
Tufts
:
Portland.
$ay and hour of actual death, to fill up the prosecute any person known to employ him.
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
David Griffith.
mediate
ease
and
relief,
On recent
interval with torments. You do the same,
JAMES K. REMICH.
All directions signed in the hand wri sore eyes, the effect is most salutary.—
Kennebunk, March 19,1835.
not intentionally, but as actually and as fa
ting of the proprietor.
Where the complaint has been of years
tally to the wretched victims as if it were so.
Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk,
CHARLES HOLMAN.
standing, and in some exceeding bad cases,
GRASS SEED.
March 31, 1835.
January 1,1835.
eowly.
the most unexpected and desirable relief has
PRIME lot of Eastern Grass Seed, Clo
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
Turning.—Mr. Amos Morse, of Rah
ver, Herds Grass and Red Top for sale
been found in the use of this Eye Water,
CL1RK,
Charles
Cousins,
Ivory
Chadway, has turned all the ardent spirit of his
by
MILLER &, HALL.
LORD CABOT
• bourn, Shoris Care, Humphrey Chad
after every other remedy had failed. Ma
distillery out of doors ; he has turned his
April 9, 1835.
bourn,—Charles Day, Rufus Day, Miss Eu
ny persons who have used it, pronounce ifc
still-house into a turning shop ; he has
nice Dornan,—Benjamin Elwell,—Isaac Fur
__FipHIS beautiful and thor- the best preparation for these complaint»
turned his distillers adrift; and will hence
TEN CENTS REWARD.
bish,—E, E. Gould, Miss Sally Grant, Miss
ough bred young Blood they have ever met with, especially in ca
forth turn his attention to a different! line of
Mary Gubtaii.
H°rse> is °f an elegant dark ses of soreness or inflammation of long
business. We trust his example will have
H. I. J. K. L. M.
Chesnut color, with a star,
*OANAWAY from the subEnoci Hardy, Stephen Hutchins, Miss black main, tail and legs, both hind feet par standing. Price 25 cents a bottle.
a powerful influence in turning others from
-IX scriber, on the 13th March
ff/^None are genuine unless signed oi>
inst., an indented apprentice by Rebecca Hodskins,—John Jones,—Kenne tially white below the pastern joints. He
the errors of their ways.—N. York paper.
the name of Gilbert T. Web bunk Gazette, Edmund Kassin, Charles W. was 6 years old in June last ; 15 hands high ; the outside printed wrapper by thesoZe Pro
ber. Said Gilbert is 19 years of Kimbal,—William Lord, G. & 1. Lord, Miss with a great share of bone and muscle. His prietor,T. Kidder, immediate successor
FARM FOR SALE.
age, of light complexion, blue Susan D. Lord, 2, Amos Lunt, Miss Olive Grandsire was the unrivalled horse American to the late Dr. W. T. Conway, For sale^
HE subscriber offers for sale
eyes. Said boy has had no prov Littlefield,—Mrs. Jane H. Moore, Miss Pris Eclipse, that was sold the last season, at the at his Counting Room, over No. 99, Court
his Farm, consisting of a- ocation to be dissatisfied and has been led to cilla Morrill.
age of 20 years, for $10,000, and now stands street, near Concert Flail, Boston, and also
ship owners
and masters
areidle,
forbid
em
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
bout seventy acres of good land,
in Dinwiddie County, Virginia, for the use of
theAll
course
he has pursued
by an
restive,
Miss Harriet Osgood,—Proprietors of Ken mares, at $100 the season. His Dam by the by his special appointment, by
on board their vessels, and Tin
________ situated in Alewive, (so called,) in ploying
vagrant him
disposition.
JOHN LILLIE, Ketinebunk.
Kennebunk.—Said Farm is under a good Plate Workers or any other persons whatever nebunk Meeting-house,—John Robinson,— celebrated Morgan Horse. She would trot
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebtink-port.
state of cultivation and averages about thirty are forbid harboring, trusting or employing David Smith, 2, Joshua Smith, Jeremiah a mile in two minutes and forty five seconds,
tons of hay annually.—There is on the same him in any way or manner whatever, as they Smith, Mrs. Sarah Sterns.
and fifteen miles an hour, with ease ; and is
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
a good double two story dwelling-house, well would avoid the penalty of the law, as I am
now valued high for a brood mare.
NOTICE.
B. H. Tripp, Ervin Tripp, Mrs. Olive
finished, with a wood and chaise house.— determined to prosecute any person known to
HE subscriber having contracted with
LORD
CABOT
employ said runaway apprentice.
Watts.—39.
Also a barn which has been recently built.
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
Will
be
at
Mr.
Gordon
’
s
Stable
in
Saco,
the
JAMES OSBORN, Jr. P. M.
All persons are forbid harboring or trusting
The above Farm is pleasantly situated—-apoor of said town for one year, hèreby gives
present.
Season,
ready to wait upon visitors,
him
on
my
account,
as
I
shall
pay
no
debts
bout three miles from the village of Kenne
at the usual low price of Seven Dollars, notice that he has made suitable provision for
ist of letters
bunk.—Any person wishing to purchase is of his contracting.
them at thé town Work-House, and hereby
The above reward will be paid to any per Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk to insure a foal. All Mares disposed of with forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
invited to call and examine the premises,
in
a
year,
will
be
charged
as
with
foal.
port, April 1, 1834.
when the terms of sale will be made known. son who will return said Runaway, but no
of thé Paupers of said town, as he is deterHENRY RHODES, Groom.
B. D. H. L.
charges.
JOSEPH TAYLOR.
miried to pay no bill for their support.
Saco,
March,
1835.
OSEPH BURNHAM, Owen Burnham,—
Kennebunk, March 21, 1835.
JESSE LARRABEE.
ALEXANDER G. FURNALD.
William Drown,—Clement Huff, Abner
Kennebunk-port, March 20, 1835.
We the undersigned having known Lord
Kennebunk, May 1, 1834.
DISCOURSE on the Atonement, deliv
Huff, Amos Huff, Jacob Huff’,—Joseph LitCabot,

from a colt, do without hesitation pro
ILL SAWS AND GRINDSTONES tlefield, Theodcre L. Stevens.
ered at the ordination of the Rev. Amos
FISH FOR SALE.
nounce him a first rate, thorough bred horse,
ju£t received and for sale by
D. Wheeler, over the first Church and Parish
S. T. W.
and well deserving the patronage of the pub
OR sale by the subscriber, about thirty
at Standish, Maine, Jan. 14th, 1835, by An
WILLIAM LORD.
Capt. Edmui/.atNason,—Cleopas Smith,— lic.
Rufus Banks,
quintals good Cod Fish. For further
Kennebunk, April 11.
drew P. Peabody, Pastor of the South Church
Daniel Tripp,-40iss Almedia Wormwood,
Stephen LittlEfied,
particulars enquire of
and Society, Portsmouth, N. H.
Mrs. Lydia Wes
Jere. Millikin.
CHARLES GOODWIN.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
LIVER BOURN, P. M.
^April 4.
Kennebunk-port, March 20,1835.
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